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As promised, this issue continues our summer theme of Slender-billed

Curlew, with a report on the findings of the review process of the famous

Druridge Bay curlew. Everyone with any interest in European rarities will

want to read this paper, and while some are bound to disagree with the

findings (such is the nature of the assessment of difficult records) I doubt

that many would have willingly volunteered for the amount of work

involved, not least dissecting the video evidence frame by frame. Happily, the

assessment of Britain’s first Asian Red-rumped Swallow, which is the focus of

this month’s second paper, was more straightforward.

There is plenty of controversy in the News pages this month too, with

Mark Avery’s petition about grouse-shooting and the sinister and ongoing

efforts of the pheasant-shooting brigade to control our flourishing

population of Common Buzzards. However, the prospect of diclofenac poisoning affecting European

vultures and eagles, and having the same catastrophic impact as that on Asian vultures, is surely one of

the most troubling news stories of the year.

I never met David Glue in person but I shall miss his occasional phone calls and typewritten letters.

His enthusiasm for birds, and his work with the BTO, never failed to impress me with every call and

every letter. As Jim Flegg describes in his obituary on pp. 425-426, David was a remarkable character.

Roger Riddington
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In memoriam

One hundred years ago this month Europe

entered a war that was to kill millions. Men
from all walks of life, including birdwatchers

and ornithologists, volunteered or were

called to fight for their country and many
died. Derek Niemann ( Birds in a Cage, 2012)

has described how John Barrett, John

Buxton, Peter Conder and George Waterston

made it through the Second World War, but

almost nothing is known of other young

ornithologists whose lives and careers were

brought to a premature end in the two world

wars. Here I recall a small group of friends

whose studies before the First World War
suggest that they might have made a greater

contribution to ornithology had they all

survived.

A few years before the war began, the first

organised bird ringing scheme in Britain got

under way at the University of Aberdeen,

organised by Arthur Landsborough

Thomson, then an undergraduate student

( BTO News 122: 8). The first birds to be

ringed were six young Northern Lapwings

Vanellus vanellus at the Sands of Forvie in

Aberdeenshire on 8th May 1909, marked by

Lewis Ramsay, Arthur Davidson and

Thomson himself, and a Common Starling

Sturnus vulgaris at Inverurie on the same day,

by Thomas Tait. The first recovery from a

ringing scheme in Britain and Ireland ( contra

Clark & Wernham in Wernham et al. 2002,

The Migration Atlas
, p. 14) occurred when

one of the Lapwings was recaptured nearby

on 13th June 1909 ( Scottish Naturalist 7: 171).

Tait was 44 years old when the First World

War began, but the other three were only 23

(ALT) and 24 (AD, LR). Thomson, Davidson

and Ramsay had been friends since they were

children. All three lived in Aberdeen.

Thomson and Davidson went to the

Grammar School during a brief time when

natural history flourished there. Ramsay was

schooled in Edinburgh, but his father and

Thomson’s were Regius professors at the

University of Aberdeen and they both lived

on the campus in Old Aberdeen. As boys they

explored the countryside and shoreline

together at every opportunity, cycling up to

the Ythan Estuary or along Deeside, often in

search of nests, or spending time in the large

Natural History Museum in the department

run by Thomson’s father. When Thomson
started his ringing scheme, it was only

natural for Davidson and Ramsay to be in the

thick of it with him.

Arthur Gerrard Davidson, the son of a

master clothier with a reputable business in

town, had fewer academic ambitions than the

other two. He worked for several years in his

father’s shop and then transferred to a similar

establishment in London. Thomson and

Ramsay went to the University of Aberdeen,

where they studied natural history under

J. Arthur Thomson and J. W. H. Trail. Both

boys were academically gifted and Thomson

was a natural organiser. Both published

several papers while they were still students -

Thomson’s were mainly on ringing, but

Ramsay’s were more varied. One (in the Ibis)

was on the avifauna of the Anatolian Plateau

following a trip to Turkey when he was 17.

Another was on moult in gulls. Eagle Clarke

recruited him to help write up the zoological

results of William Speirs Bruce’s Scottish

National Antarctic Expedition, for which he

co-authored the ornithology and prepared an

account of the polychaete worms. He went to

Cambridge, came back to Aberdeen when

J. Arthur Thomson offered him a job, became

one of the first Biet Memorial Fellows and

was preparing to move to Imperial College as

war broke out.

Lewis Neil Griffith Ramsay started as a

private in the Gordon Highlanders in August

1914, and was commissioned as a second

Lieutenant in November that year. He fought

through the 1914/15 winter in France, sur-

viving the short battle of Neuve Chapelle on

1 0th— 1 2th March, the first set-piece offensive

from static trenches, and was repairing a

trench on ground taken from the Germans

when, aged only 25, he fell to a sniper’s bullet

on 21st March 1915. Ramsay was buried

in the Estaires Communal Cemetery in

northern France. His obituary (written by

382 © British Birds 107 • July 2014 • 382-383
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199 . Lewis Neil Griffith Ramsay, 1890-1915.

Thomson) appeared in this journal (Brit.

Birds 9: 17-18).

Davidson was also sent to France as a

private in the Gordon Highlanders and rose to

sergeant before gaining a commission. After

fresh training he returned to France in April

1917 as a pilot in the Flying Corps, notoriously

dangerous with its open-cockpit machines and

lack of parachutes. For much of the war the

Germans had superiority in the air and only

months later 27-year-old Lieutenant Davidson

and his observer were shot down and killed in

a dogfight with four German planes. His

remains were buried in the Zuydcoote Military

Cemetery near Dunkirk in France.

Thomson fought in France with the Argyll

and Sutherland Highlanders, transferring to

staff duties as the war ended, ultimately a lieu-

tenant-colonel and assistant quartermaster-

general. He was awarded a military OBE in

1919 and submitted his ringing publications

for a DSc in 1920. Thomsons ringing inquiry

was never intended to be open-ended but it

faltered during his wartime absence and

merged with Witherby’s scheme soon there-

after. The two men collaborated and Thomson

wrote many of the early papers to come out of

the work. When Witherby passed the ringing

scheme on to the BTO in 1937, he insisted that

200 . Arthur Gerrard Davidson, 1890-1917.

Thomson should chair the directing com-

mittee, which he did until 1965. Thomsons
ornithological output ran to over 70 books and

papers, mainly on migration but including the

landmark New Dictionary of Birds (1964). He

received many awards (including Commander

of the Order of the Bath in 1933 and a knight-

hood in 1953), was Chairman of the BTO,

BOC and the Trustees of the British Museum
(Natural History), President of the BOU, the

Zoological Society of London and the XI Inter-

national Ornithological Congress and served

on many other bodies as well - all in addition

to his day job. In 1919 he had joined the

Medical Research Committee (later Medical

Research Council) as assistant secretary and

retained that position until he retired in 1957.

He died on 9th June 1977 at the age of 86, after

a lifetime of influence in ornithological

science, conservation and medical research

(Brit. Birds 70: 384-387).

Out of nine friends and contemporaries

who studied natural history at Aberdeen,

only Thomson survived the war, highlighting

the cruel tragedy and loss that the conflict

brought to so very many people and fields of

endeavour.

Alan Knox

What do you think? Join the debate at wvyw.britishbirds.co.uk/category/editorials
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News and comment
Compiled by Adrian Pitches

Opinions expressed in this feature are not necessarily those of British Birds

Gunning for the grouse shooters

Mark Avery, the former RSPB Conservation

Director and now high-profile 'blogger for nature',

has fired a double-barrelled blast at the grouse-

shooting fraternity with plans for a national Hen

Harrier Day and an online petition on the HM
Government website calling for a ban on driven

v.
1

grouse-shooting.

Mark has designated Sunday 10th August as

Hen Harrier Day, to highlight the ongoing perse-

cution of the Hen Harrier Circus cyaneus in the

uplands of northern England. He says: 'The day

has been chosen to be close to the start of the

///glorious grouse-shooting season and on a

weekend to allow as many people as possible to

attend. The aim is to have legal, peaceful and

media-friendly public protests on moors across the

north of England. The North West Raptor Protec-

tion Group has also settled on 10th August as the

day to hold an event in Rowland, so it is likely that

there will be an event in Lancashire, Yorkshire,

Cumbria, Derbyshire and Northumberland.'

Scheduling this first Hen Harrier Day before

the grouse-shooting season starts on August 12th

will minimise disruption of actual shoots but the

events are designed primarily to raise the profile of

the charismatic Hen Harrier and the inextricable

role of the shooting fraternity in its fate.

Also taking aim at the shooters is the e-petition

launched by Mark in May http://epetitions.

direct.gov.uk/petitions/65627, which had attracted

3,500 signatures by early June. It states: 'Intensive

management of upland areas for the “sport” of

grouse-shooting has led to the near-extinction of

the protected Hen Harrier in England, as well as

increased risk of flooding, discoloration of

drinking water, degradation of peat-bogs and

impacts on other wildlife.

‘Grouse-shooting interests have persecuted the

Hen Harrier to such an extent that, despite full

legal protection for the last 60 years, it is almost

extinct as a breeding species in England (two pairs

nested in 2013) despite there being habitat avail-

able for 300+ pairs. The investigation of wildlife

crimes against such protected species is time-con-

suming, difficult to prosecute, and ties up valuable

police resources.

‘Grouse shooters have failed to put their own
house in order, despite decades of discussion, and

government has proved incapable of influencing this

powerful lobby group. The time has now come for

the public to call “Enough!” and require the next gov-

ernment to ban driven grouse-shooting in England.’

Pheasant shooters’ application to kill Buzzards

Meanwhile, the pheasant-shooting fraternity has

once again tried to obtain a licence from Natural

England to kill Common Buzzards Buteo buteo in

the vicinitv of an intensive rearing and release site

for Common Pheasants Phasianus colchicus.

This follows similar applications in previous

years and a proposal for a three-year trial of Buzzard

'control' on six shooting estates in Northumberland

- costing £125,000 per year - which was entertained

briefly by Defra in 2012 before it bowed to public

outrage and rejected the application.

Sadlv, Natural England did licence the desti ne-

tion of four Buzzard nests and eggs in Northum-

berland in 2013 under pressure from Defra and, as

RSPB Conservation Director Martin Harper

reported on his blog in September 2013:

‘On 5th July [2013], the pheasant-shoot appli-

cant, not satisfied with having destroved several

Buzzard nests under NE licence in the spring, sub-

mitted further licence requests to kill a total of 10

Buzzards and three Sparrowhawks Accipitcr nisus

around four shoots that he manages between

August and October this year. This was on the

basis that, according to the applicant, nest destruc-

tion had no noticeable effect on the numbers of

Buzzards in the area. No new evidence of damage

to the pheasant shoots was provided and Natural

England, to their credit, rejected all four licence

applications.'

Natural England has also given the 2014 appli-

cation short shrift. A statement on its website said:

‘On 23rd April, Natural England received an appli-

cation for a licence to cage trap and shoot ten

Common Buzzards in the vicinity of a site which

has experienced loss to pheasant poults in recent

years. The application had been made by the oper-

ator of a pheasant rearing and shooting business

on the site and is supported by the National

Gamekeepers’ Organisation. After careful consid-

eration, Natural England has concluded that the

application does not meet the criteria that would

permit lethal control to be licensed.’

384 © British Birds 107 - July 2014 • 384-388
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Diclofenac can kill eagles too

It seems that the veterinary drug which has wiped

out 99% of India’s Gyps vultures can affect other

birds of prey too.

The results of tests carried out on two Steppe

Eagles Aquila nipalensis found dead in Rajasthan,

India, have shown some disturbing results. One of

the two birds had diclofenac residue in its tissues

and exhibited the same clinical signs of kidney

failure as seen in vultures.

Scientists now fear that all species in this genus,

including Golden Eagle A. chrysaetos and Spanish

Imperial Eagle A. adalberti
,
are susceptible to

diclofenac. With 14 species of Aquila eagles dis-

tributed across Asia, Africa, Australia, Europe and

North America, this means that diclofenac poi-

soning should now be considered a global

problem.

RSPB conservation scientist Toby Galligan said:

Tn light of recent developments in Europe, our

findings take on an even more worrying meaning.

All Aquila eagles, like the Spanish Imperial Eagle,

are opportunistic scavengers and therefore could

be at risk of diclofenac poisoning. As we have seen

in south Asia, wherever free-ranging livestock are

treated with diclofenac, population declines in vul-

tures and eagles can occur. The European Com-
mission needs to recognise this problem and

impose a continent-wide ban on veterinary

diclofenac before it can impact on our birds.’

Worryingly, it was announced in March that

the drug had been authorised for manufacture and

use in Italy and Spain and had been distributed to

other European countries. Since then, a coalition

of organisations including the Vulture Conserva-

tion Foundation, the RSPB and BirdLife have been

campaigning for this decision to be reversed.

Ivan Ramirez, Head of European Conservation

at BirdLife, stated: ’The findings strengthen the

case for banning veterinary diclofenac across

Europe and for the enforcement of bans in south

Asia to stop the illegal misuse of human diclofenac

to treat livestock.’

20

1

. Juvenile Steppe Eagle Aquila nipalensis,

Oman, October 2007.

Rare rats to be eliminated on seabird islands

The Shiant Islands, between the Inner and Outer

Hebrides, have internationally important seabird

colonies - and they’re also home to some of

Britain’s last remaining Black Rats Rattus rattus.

But now there is European funding to wipe out the

rats and - hopefully - boost seabird numbers

further.

The Shiants, lying in the Minch between Skye

and Harris, support 150,000 breeding seabirds,

including 10% and 7% respectively of the UK’s

Puffin Fratercula arctica and Razorbill Aica torda

populations, and have been designated as a Special

Protection Area.

Now, £450,000 of European Union funding has

been secured to eradicate rats on the islands and

encourage colonisation by Manx Shearwaters

Puffinus puffinus and European Storm-petrels

Hydrobates pelagicus, both of which are restricted

to a small number of island locations on the west

coast of Scotland. Neither of these species breeds

on the Shiants but there is an abundance of suit-

able habitat - and some evidence that shearwaters

once bred there. The Shiant Seabird Recovery

Project will use recordings of calls to attract the

birds and will carry out active management to

make sure the birds have the best opportunity to

settle and breed.

A significant challenge will be removing the

Black Rats, which most likely came ashore from

shipwrecks in about 1900. The Shiant Seabird

Recovery Project is a partnership between RSPB

Scotland, Scottish Natural Heritage and the

Nicolson family, who have been the custodians of

the Shiants for three generations. The experience

will be used to prepare a biosecurity plan to

protect other islands from non-native predators.

British Birds 1 07 • July 20 1 4 • 384-388 385
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Adam Nicolson said: 'This is a great opportu-

nity to return the Shiants to what they should be:

even more full of life, with more bird species and

more resilient in the face of future threats. We hope

that as a result of this very exciting project, genera-

tions of people will come to know the islands as

they should principally be known - as one of the

greatest of all hubs of Atlantic seabird life.’

Andy Douse, SNH’s Shiant Seabird Recovery

Project ornithologist, said: ‘This is an exciting

project that will address the problems facing one

of Scotland’s finest concentrations of breeding

seabirds. It will also provide us with a better

understanding of rat control methods that can be

used more widely and it will promote better biose-

curity for islands that remain rat-free or have been

cleared of invasive rats.’

An operational plan is being developed to erad-

icate the rats in the safest and most effective way,

with the lowest risk of affecting native species, by

laying poison in bait stations around the islands.

The project will cost around £900,000, with Euro-

pean Commission funding of £446,371 now
secured under the LIFE+ programme. SNH is

providing £200,000 and the remainder will be

raised from donations.

£4m goes with the Flows

A £9.6m project that will make one of the most

significant contributions to the UK’s climate-

change targets has been given more than £4m
from the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF). The ‘Flow

to the Future’ project, co-ordinated by the Peat-

lands Partnership, is a hugely ambitious plan to

protect and restore 18 km 2 of one of Europe’s

largest expanses of blanket bog in Caithness and

Sutherland. It will also develop a visitor and edu-

cation facility close to the RSPB’s Forsinard Flows

reserve, allowing the public and researchers to see

and monitor the improvements to the blanket bog

that will benefit from restoration work. The bog

repair aims to bring back the sphagnum mosses

that create the peat, in turn helping many rare

plants and animals, including Otters Lutra lutra

and Hen Harriers.

One of the last remaining extensive areas of

wilderness in the UK, the Flow Country is a repos-

itory for vast amounts of carbon locked into the

peat, and stores an estimated 400 million tonnes -

more than double the amount of carbon in all the

UK’s forests.

After remaining largely untouched for

millennia, the area underwent a massive change

in the 1970s and 1980s with the planting of

thousands of hectares of non-native conifers and

deep forestry ploughing. As a result, huge areas of

blanket bog were damaged and began to erode,

with damaging consequences, including a loss of

bog plants, a decline in birds and carbon being

emitted rather than stored.

The UK is a world leader in peatland restora-

tion - some of the pioneering techniques have been

developed in the Flows - and this expertise will be

used during the five-year, landscape-scale project to

restore the globally important blanket bog.

John Henderson, Chairman of the Peatland

Partnership, said: ‘We are absolutely delighted at

the successful outcome of this bid to the HLF, one

of the largest they have ever approved. Using local

contractors and bringing jobs to the area, we now

have the ability to restore seven square miles of

peatland, protecting this valuable carbon sink and

reducing the devastating impacts of climate

change. It will also enhance its value as a refuge for

all the special birds, animals, plants and insects to

which it is a home.’

Older birders hear fewer birds

It’s a potential bias to bird census work that was

highlighted recently in British Birds (see for

example Brit. Birds 107: 232-233): do older birders

with hearing loss log fewer high-pitched bird

songs? Well, according to a scientific study in the

USA, the answer is yes they do!

A recent paper in Ecology and Evolution , enti-

tled ‘Observer ageing and long-term avian survey

data quality’ (http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/

1 0. 1 002/ece3. 1 10 I /full), found that there were

‘subtle, significant relationships between some

species’ published population trend estimates and

(1) their corresponding vocalisation frequency and

(2) their estimated declines in detectability among

older observers, suggesting that observer ageing

can negatively bias long-term monitoring data for

some species in part through hearing-loss effects.

We recommend that survey designers and mod-

ellers account for observer age where possible.’

Older observers - and we don’t think BB
trustee Richard Porter will object if we cite his

experience - can struggle to detect the high-

pitched songs of (for example) Goldcrest Regulus

regulus and Grasshopper Warbler Locustella

naevia. In future, the BTO may wish to factor in

the age of the observer when assessing census

results, particularly as we’ll all be 20 years older

when the next Atlas comes around. .

.
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Black-winged Stilts nesting on two RSPB reserves

Following the influx of Black-winged Stilts

Himantopus himantopus into southern England in

May, two pairs settled down to nest at RSPB
reserves in Sussex and Kent. The first chicks

hatched at both nests on 13th June. Black-winged

Stilts have bred successfully in the UK only twice

before: in Nottinghamshire in 1945 and in Norfolk

in 1987.

The RSPB has set up a 24-hour watch on the

two nests with the help of local volunteers, giving

the birds the best chance of fledging young. One

pair is nesting at Cliffe Pools on the north Kent

marshes and the other at Medmerry, the RSPB’s

newest reserve in West Sussex, which is the largest

open-coast managed realignment scheme in

Europe.

Medmerry was created between 201 1 and 2013

by the Environment Agency and consists of mud-

flats, tidal lagoons, saltmarsh, wildlife-friendly

farmland and dragonfly-rich ditches. Pete Hughes,

Medmerry’s senior warden, said: ‘To have the stilts

turn up so soon after Medmerry was created is such

an exciting surprise. Our pair faces many threats,

whether from egg-collectors, the British summer,

disturbance or predators, so it is touch and go

whether they will be successful, but we are doing

everything we can to give them the best chance.

Charlie Smith of the Environment Agency said:

‘It is really exciting and rewarding for the Environ-

ment Agency that a scheme designed to protect

people and property has provided habitat for one

of the rarest birds in Britain.’

More Cuckoos tagged

BTO researchers have fitted a further 15 satellite

tags to Common Cuckoos Cuculus canorus across

England, continuing the tracking project that

started in 201 1.

The tagged birds tracked from Britain to Africa

(and back) since then have provided information

new to science from the very start, revealing that

some birds stay in Britain barely a month; that

they winter in the Congo rainforest; and that they

use different routes to get there - and to return

north in spring. These initial findings have posed

further questions and in the fourth year of the

project there is even more to learn about what

influences the success or failure of different birds

on migration. The latest cohort, all males (since

they are larger than females and better suited to

carry a satellite tag), have been trapped and tagged

in East Anglia, Sherwood Forest (Notting-

hamshire), Dartmoor (Devon), the New Forest

(Hampshire) and Ashdown Forest (Sussex). Each

tag costs £2,500, with an additional £60 needed per

month, per bird, for the satellite time. The BTO is

currently looking for more Cuckoo sponsors to

support the project. Anyone can help by spon-

soring one or more birds, for as little as £10; the

opportunity to name a Cuckoo for the cost of

£3,000 is also on offer.

Visit their website to find out more, and more

about the project as a whole: www.bto.org/

cuckoos

University Birdwatch Challenge

University Birdwatch Challenge is a new competi-

tion that gives students the chance to practice bird

identification and improve their data-handling

skills using BirdTrack. It is co-ordinated by A Focus

On Nature, a network for young nature conserva-

tionists in the UK, many of whom are hands-on

naturalists and avid birders. UBC gives them the

opportunity to turn their personal skills of identi-

fication, counting and birding towards citizen

science, thus making a valuable contribution to

their CVs.

Teams will represent their university, inputting

all bird sightings into the online BirdTrack

recording system. Only one team per university

may enter, but there is no limit to the number of

people in the team. Nine university teams have

already started submitting records, including

Reading, Bangor and Southampton.

University campuses are often great places for

wildlife with lakes and woodland. But city-centre

universities without campuses can also get

involved. For example, both Nottingham and

Cambridge have nesting Peregrine Falcons Falco

peregrinus.

The aims of the project are simple: to

encourage wildlife recording on university cam-

puses and to make students aware of wildlife and

citizen science projects that they can get involved

in. The added incentive of prizes appeals to the

competitive nature of students, who must strive to

submit as many records as possible in their aca-

demic year. And the awards aren’t just to do with

the number of species. There are also annual prizes

(ranging from Opticron binoculars to field guides

donated by WildSounds) for the most records

from a university, the team with the most
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participants and also the Best Student Birder.

The prize for this award is a birding holiday on

Shetland.

University Birdwatch Challenge is also a new

way to create links between older and younger

birders through county bird clubs. Many of these

student birders (largely amateurs) need help with

identification and or bird songs. A few local bird

clubs have already led guided walks on their local

university campus to assist students with the basics

of birding.

It’s easy to get involved as a supporter, funder

or as a part of the team. Just visit: www.
afocusonnature.org/projects/university-birdwatch

to find out more. Or contact the project co-ordi-

nator Beth Aucott beth.aucott@googlemail.com

The records submitted for the 2013/14

academic year are being collated at the moment
and the competition will resume in September this

year. More universities are being encouraged to get

involved, and the team is on the lookout for clubs

and birders to pledge their support.

( Contributed by Lucy McRobert)

Rooks in gardens

The BTO's Garden BirdWatch is launching an

exciting new survey looking at the behaviour of

Rooks Corvus frugilegus in gardens. Running from

1st July until 31st December 2014, the survey will

explore different behaviours that Rooks demon-

strate including feeding, food caching, object

manipulation and social interaction.

Research shows that Rooks, like many corvids,

are extremely intelligent, and are able to solve

social and ecological problems such as finding,

protecting and extracting food, and living in a

complex social world. Laboratory studies

exploring problem-solving behaviour in Rooks

have been run by scientists from the University of

Cambridge and Queen Mary University of

London, and this research has shown that Rooks

were able to select tools to solve a puzzle in order

to retrieve an item of food, by themselves and co-

operatively.

What stood out most from this research was

that despite the fact that Rooks are not thought to

use tools in the wild, unlike other corvid species

such as the New Caledonian Crow C. monedu-

loides, in one test they managed to fashion a hook

out of a piece of wire and use it to lift a worm out

of a tube. It might be that an ancient ancestor of

Rooks evolved the capacity to use tools, but use of

them died out as the pressure of finding food

diminished. Rooks now have access to many dif-

ferent sources of food, such as human refuse,

carrion and agricultural crops.

Rooks in gardens have been known to solve

problems when trying to get food, ranging from

learning to use hanging feeders to pulling up food

on a string with their feet. Using the knowledge

gained from the laboratory, the BTO wants to look

at this behaviour in more detail. Observers will be

asked to record various behaviours, either as one-

off records or over the

six-month period of

the study. In addition

to food-related behav-

iour, social behaviour

will also be examined

since Rooks have

strong social bonds

within their colonies.

This survey will look

only at Rooks, but

similar enquiries in

the future may investi-

gate the behaviour of

other corvids.

You can find more

information, including

what and how to

record, at www.bto.

org/rooksurvey202 . Rook Corvus frugilegus, Oxfordshire, February 2010.

For extended versions of many of the stones featured here,
and much more, visit our website www.britishbirds.co.uk
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The review of the

record of Slender-billed

Curlew at Druridge Bay,

Northumberland

J.
Martin Collinson, Adam Rowlands, Jimmy G.

Steele, Christopher
J.
Mclnerny and Nigel Hudson,

on behalf of BOURC and BBRC

Abstract The record of a Slender-billed Curlew Numenius tenuirostris at Druridge

Bay, Northumberland, on 4th -7th May 1998, was recently reviewed by BBRC and

BOURC. Both committees, on split decisions, found the identification to be Not

Proven and hence the record is no longer acceptable. As a result, Slender-billed

Curlew has been removed from the British List. This paper gives the background

to the decision and summarises the review process. The bird showed plumage and

structural features that were consistent with Slender-billed Curlew. However,

several aspects of the descriptions and the photographic and video evidence

assessed were considered insufficiently robust to secure the identification of this

critically endangered, probably now extinct, bird as a first and thus potentially only

record for Britain.

Asmall Numenius curlew observed at

Druridge Bay, Northumberland, on

4th-7th May 1998 among a flock of

Eurasian Curlews N. arquata and a Whim-
brel N. phaeopus was identified as Slender-

billed Curlew N. tenuirostris (Cleeves 1998).

The bird attracted much discussion and

controversy during and after its four-day

stay, not least because it appeared to be in a

second-calendar-year plumage not previ-

ously familiar to modern observers, and

because it post-dated the disappearance of

the last known Moroccan wintering bird in

1995. After assessment by BBRC and

BOURC, the sighting was accepted as the

sole record of Slender-billed Curlew for

Britain and the species was added to Cat-

egory A of the British List in 2003 (BOU
2003). The account of the circumstances of

the sighting, a full description of the bird

and a detailed summary of the exhaustive,

evidence-based assessment process under-

taken by BBRC were published in this

journal in 2002 (Cleeves 2002; Steele &
Vangeluwe 2002). Those papers remain the

definitive analysis of the plumage, structural

and behavioural characters of what has

become known as the ‘Druridge Bay curlew’.

The detailed descriptions and commentary

in those papers will not be repeated here.

The 42nd BOURC report (BOU 2014) stated

that the Druridge Bay curlew has subse-

quently been reviewed by BBRC and

BOURC and that the identification is no

longer regarded as being fully secure.

Slender-billed Curlew has now been

removed from the British List and this paper

explains the process behind that decision.
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The background to the review

The identification of the Druridge bird as a

Slender-billed Curlew, while supported by

many, has never been universally accepted.

The original BBRC assessment had been an

exercise in textual analysis, using techniques

drawn from social science, which extracted

all written textual material on each feature

and matched it to all photographic and other

evidence such that a consensus decision

could be made about that feature. This was

then compared with what was known about

Slender-billed Curlew and the variability of

the three subspecies of Eurasian Curlew.

However, this was not an easy process,

involving a species where extant individuals

could not be located to provide evidence.

The features had to be interpreted largely

from images of museum skins, a process that

BBRC members typically use to support an

identification process rather than lead it.

During the first BBRC adjudication, each

feature of the bird had been crudely rated on

two dimensions: ‘hardness’ and ‘relevance’.

Hardness was related to how ‘certain’ the

feature was likely to be. Clear plumage fea-

tures, such as flank spotting, were ‘hard’;

characters such as posture and behaviour

were ‘soft’. Relevance was related to whether

the feature was in any way diagnostic com-

pared with Eurasian Curlew. Hard and rele-

vant data were very important, soft and not

relevant carried little weight. During the first

assessment, BBRC members were asked to

use this approach in deciding their vote.

Voters had no option but to use the data laid

out in front of them because otherwise they

would have to challenge the honesty of those

data. In those circumstances, the bird had

been accepted as a Slender-billed Curlew.

Although the objective, ‘cold’ approach to

the original assessment of the Druridge Bay

bird was correct and probably essential at the

time, one side effect of was that voters,

including those who actually saw it, never

had the opportunity to give their ‘impres-

sions’ of the bird. The common perception

that the identification of the Druridge Bay

bird was extremely subtle was never chal-

lenged publicly because the committees had

to deal in facts. But for many committee

members, as for most birders, impressions

and gut feelings are an essential part of the

identification process. Partly because of the

difficulty associated with assessing the ‘soft’

features of the bird (e.g. behaviour, posture),

questions remained about whether the ‘hard’

identification features considered diagnostic

of Slender-billed Curlew ruled out the possi-

bility that the bird was a small Eurasian

Curlew, and whether it had been seen well

enough to be unequivocal about those

features. The Druridge Bay curlew was

subjected to an unprecedented level of ‘trial

by media’, and the publication in British Birds

of the papers documenting both the bird and

its assessment did not fully resolve the situa-

tion. Many people did not find the evidence

compelling. Some questioned whether all the

relevant identification characters had been

covered in the assessment process. In some of

the images, which many people saw for the

first time in Steele & Vangeluwe (2002), the

bird did not look convincingly different from

Eurasian Curlew. Finally, with the rise of the

digital camera in the years following the

occurrence of the bird, many people began to

question whether, with changing standards

and expectations, the quality of the photo-

graphic and video evidence was really suffi-

cient to support identification.

The occurrence of a small Eurasian

Curlew at Minsmere, Suffolk, in autumn
2004 raised further questions regarding the

field identification of putative vagrant

Slender-billed Curlews (e.g. Brit. Birds 99:

167; tinyurl.com/makyv6o). The first photos

of the ‘Minsmere curlew’ showed that it had

a short bill and white underwing, and

suggested flank spotting or streaking consis-

tent with identification as a potential juvenile

Slender-billed Curlew. Many observers trav-

elled to see the bird, with some supportive of

this identification. Subsequently, higher-

quality photos and closer observation

showed that it was unequivocally a Eurasian

Curlew, with a broad bill base and chevron

patterns on growing flank feathers. This was

further confirmed when DNA evidence

analysed from faecal samples demonstrated

that the mtDNA was from a Eurasian Curlew

(Stefan Bensch in lift.). Irrespective of any

personal issues or potential loss of face for

people who had, at least initially, suggested

that the Minsmere curlew was potentially a

Slender-billed, a more significant issue had
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been raised: a curlew that on the basis of

relatively poor images was suggestive of

tenuirostris turned out, upon close observa-

tion, to be an obvious arquata. Could some-

thing similar have happened if the Druridge

Bay bird had been well photographed closer

to the admiring crowd? Had the committees

been hoodwinked into believing that the

Druridge Bay curlew was Slender-billed?

These issues needed to be addressed and were

discussed at the BBRC AGM in 2005. There,

it was decided that two members of BBRC
who were judged to be independent of either

record would assess the Minsmere curlew

against the criteria used for assessment of the

Druridge Bay bird. Their review was pre-

sented at the 2007 AGM; the conclusion was

that the Minsmere curlew, if it had been

submitted as a Slender-billed Curlew, would

certainly not have been accepted; in other

words BBRC’s original process and criteria

had been robust.

Nevertheless, the damage had been done

and the doubts about the Druridge Bay

curlew that had rumbled on since its dis-

covery finally crystallised: several members of

BBRC felt that the identification criteria were

incomplete and that the Druridge Bay bird

also merited a review. This was put to the

vote. The majority of BBRC members voted

in favour of review in the light of the contin-

uing controversy surrounding the record.

This was announced in the Chairmans intro-

duction to the 2006 BBRC Annual Report

{Brit. Birds 100: 695).

Summary of the BBRC review

The BBRC review of the Druridge Bay curlew

involved a considerable amount of work and

took over three years to complete. All the

material from the previous assessment had to

be scanned and circulated to all members,

along with a synopsis to accompany the file

prepared by JGS. The video evidence

remaining on file was viewed at the 2009

BBRC AGM, when it was apparent that not

all of the video evidence originally submitted

to BBRC was available. BBRC subsequently

obtained copies of video recordings of the

bird made by Justin Carr, Trevor Charlton,

Peter Colston and Tom Francis, which were

then digitised by JMC, who extracted every

frame to allow them to be analysed individu-

ally (tens of thousands of images). Most of

these frames were of low quality, backlit or

affected by shake, and did not provide useful

data on the appearance of the bird. However,

that still left several hundred informative

images that allowed an objective assessment

of the Druridge bird. Video of two Moroccan

birds taken by Andy Butler was also extracted

and reviewed frame by frame for compar-

ison. During this process, JMC also provided

videograbs directly comparing the Druridge

bird with Moroccan Slender-billed Curlews.

No fewer than eight written descriptions of

the Druridge bird were submitted; with this

number of narrative accounts there were

inevitable inconsistencies and a consensus

was required. To ensure that all BBRC
members had the opportunity to review the

extensive and complex file, it was agreed that

each would submit their comments and votes

independently and that these would subse-

quently be circulated to all, with an opportu-

nity to amend votes in the light of comments

from other members. No members changed

their comments or votes as a consequence of

this final opportunity to review. The record

received seven Not Proven votes out of ten on

this recirculation. A majority decision is

required in a BBRC review of a previously

accepted record and the outcome was thus

that the identification of the Druridge Bay

bird was considered Not Proven upon review.

There was no ‘smoking gun - no one single

feature that disproved the identification - but

the cumulative nature of the uncertainty sur-

rounding several features underpinned most

of the Not Proven votes. These can be sum-

marised as follows:

Pattern on the underside of the outer

primaries This potentially diagnostic

feature, the relatively plain, grey-brown

undersides to the outer primaries of Slender-

billed Curlew, which was clearly illustrated in

Hayman et al. (1986), was not well described

for the Druridge Bay bird. The available evi-

dence suggested that the Druridge Bay curlew

was perhaps inconsistent with Slender-billed

in this respect.

Tibia length and feathering Examination of

photographs of known Slender-billed

Curlews suggested that the tibial feathering
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should be proportionately longer (and hence

the length of exposed bare tibia proportion-

ately shorter) than on Eurasian Curlew. Some

BBRC members felt that this did not appear

to be the case for the Druridge Bay curlew.

Length of primary projection in relation to

tail This was consistently described as ‘short’,

whereas the available evidence was that

Slender-billed Curlews normally have a

longer primary projection than Eurasian,

with the primary tips falling level with or

beyond the tail tip.

Size BBRC members measured specimens

and acquired new data on the bill length of

male and female Slender-billed Curlews.

Some BBRC members remained concerned

that the apparent short bill length suggested

that the Druridge Bay bird was male, whereas

the size of the bird in relation to Eurasian

Curlews in the same flock suggested it would

have to be a relatively large female. However,

other BBRC members remained convinced

that bill size and structure and the size of the

bird were all within the range of Slender-

billed Curlew.

Leg colour Although this was dealt with in

the original assessment, and no new evidence

was presented, the leg colour did not appear

to be as dark as expected by several BBRC
members; this remained a potential issue.

In addition, there remained some less spe-

cific concerns among members that the

indistinct eye-ring and overall ‘jizz’ of the

bird appeared to be incompatible with

images and field experience of known
Slender-billed Curlews. Further, concerns

remained that the quality of the photo-

graphic and video evidence was insufficient

to confirm key identification features and,

ultimately, that a genuine Slender-billed

Curlew should not be so difficult to identify.

While BBRC felt that the detail of the

flank spotting, which was well described and

visible in the images, continued to support

the identification of the Druridge Bay bird as

a Slender-billed Curlew, the points sum-

marised above had, in combination, led to

the identification being found Not Proven.

The file was therefore passed to BOURC with

that finding.

The BOURC review
BBRC provided full access to all material and

comments from the review (and from the

initial assessment) for all BOURC members.

Provenance was never going to be an issue

with this record and identification was the

only aspect under review. BBRC is usually

expected to lead on identification criteria,

but BOURC needs to accept identification

independently for admission of a species to

the British List. Given the turn of events after

this record had been accepted originally,

some members of BOURC were dissatisfied

that, first time round, BOURC’s deliberations

had been based primarily on an extensive

summary of the evidence available to BBRC,

with added pressure to come to a quick deci-

sion. It was thus decided that BOURC
members would assess the evidence associ-

ated with specific identification concerns

raised by BBRC directly, and would also be

free to work over any aspect of the identifica-

tion without pre-assumption.

BOURC was and remains confident that

its procedures for assessment (as laid down

in its Standing Orders, some of which are

summarised below) are fit for purpose and

have been proven to work over many years.

In this respect, the record was to be treated

like any other first for Britain and subject to

the normal high levels of proof. At the same

time, it was apparent that the conservation

implications of any decision would ensure

that this would never be ‘just another bird’.

For most rarities, even firsts for Britain, the

conservation consequences of whether or not

the record is accepted are negligible; and if

there are doubts about the identification, the

‘safe’ option is to reject the record. In this

case, however, both committees agreed that

this was a first-summer curlew, so its accept-

ance as a Slender-billed Curlew in 1998

would mean that Slender-billed Curlews bred

somewhere in 1997, two years after the disap-

pearance of the last known Moroccan bird.

The implication of this would be that the last

Moroccan bird was not the last individual of

the species, and that unknown wintering

grounds remained to be discovered. In con-

trast (and notwithstanding other claims of

this species since 1995), a decision to reject

the identification would raise the very real

possibility that the last known Moroccan bird
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Fig. I. Direct comparison of the (first-summer) Druridge Bay curlew (right panels) with an adult

Slender-billed Curlew from Morocco (left panels).Videograbs were taken of birds in poses that were

as near identical as possible, and demonstrate the strong similarity. Note that the images have been

scaled so that the Druridge Bay bird and Slender-billed Curlews appear the same size, whereas they

may not have been the same size in life. The top-right panel, middle-left and bottom-left have been

mirror-image reversed. Photographs of the Druridge bird by Justin Carr and Trevor Charlton,

Moroccan bird by Andy Butler.
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was the last individual of the species. Clearly,

any decision would conceivably have signifi-

cant implication for ongoing conservation

efforts. In short, a negative verdict on this

bird was not a ‘safe’ option.

During the assessment, the text and

figures of a manuscript then being prepared
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by Andrea Corso and others (Corso et al.

2014) were made available to BOURC,
describing a review of the identification fea-

tures of Slender-billed Curlew with some
comments on the variability in Eurasian

Curlew. This was also considered by BOURC
members and made available to BBRC

members.
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independently
addressed multiple

plumage and struc-

tural characteristics

of the Druridge

Bay curlew. These

are described below.
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Fig. 2. Description and field sketches of the Druridge Bay curlew by

Stephanie Thorpe. Although the committee reviews relied heavily on

‘objective’ photographic and video evidence, the bird was also extensively

documented subjectively through descriptions and drawings, of which these

are illustrative examples. Most of the pertinent features are described here,

including the flank and breast spotting, details of the bill structure and colour,

upperwing, tail and rump pattern. In contrast to the diagnostic and

supportive identification features of Slender-billed Curlew, the sketch of the

underwing shows pale primary bases, more compatible with Eurasian

Curlew. As described in the text, this feature was not consistently described

or illustrated by those who saw the bird. The observer also comments that

the bird does not appear small enough.

Under-primary
pattern

As described and

illustrated in both

Hayman et al.

( 1986) and Corso

et al. (2014), the

underside of the

outer four or five

primaries of Slender-

billed Curlew are

typically rather

uniform and dark,

merging to almost

black at the primary

tips. There is indi-

vidual variation,

but from under-

neath, even in

flight, this should

present a uniform

dark wedge to the

‘hand’ contrasting

with the pale inner

primaries and the

secondaries. By

comparison,
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Eurasian Curlew’s outer primaries usually

have extensive pale bases, white notches and

darker primary tips, so that the underwing

typically appears whitish with a contrasting

black trailing edge formed by the primary

tips. There is variation, and it needs to be

acknowledged that we are extrapolating from

a relatively small number of photographs and

skins, but if the underwing is seen well the

differences should be diagnostic. BOURC was

concerned that this feature was not well

described for the Druridge Bay bird. Whereas

one observer described a dark wedge, consis-

tent with Slender-billed Curlew (Steele &
Vangeluwe 2002), other descriptions and a

drawing that were available were, at face

value, not consistent with Slender-billed

Curlew (fig. 2). For example:

c

. . .primary bases were also very pale,

leaving the longest three or four black

primary tips to form a dark tip to the

underwing’ (Cleeves 1998).

While open to interpretation, and possibly

recording only a brief sighting of the under-

wing, these words are more consistent with

Eurasian Curlew.

It is important to bear in mind that, at the

time, the key feature of the underwing that

most observers were trying to see was the

white axillaries and underwing-coverts.

It was not clear to BOURC whether any

observers had appreciated the importance of

the pattern of the underside of the primaries.

The images and video evidence were scruti-

nised, but no clear picture of the under-

primary pattern was forthcoming. The flight

shots by Gary Bellingham, although backlit,

if anything contradict the published descrip-

tion given above, and indicate a dark wedge

similar to that visible in flight shots of a

Fig. 3. Photographs of the upperwing and underwing of the Druridge Bay curlew (Gary Bellingham,

upper panels) compared with photographs of a Slender-billed Curlew from Yemen in 1984 (Richard

Porter, lower panels). The upper right panel is the best image of the underwing of the Druridge bird,

showing the white axillaries and underwing-coverts, and an apparent dark wedge formed by the

outer four primaries. This would appear to be consistent with Slender-billed Curlew and atypical,

at least, for Eurasian Curlew. However, the wing is backlit and other interpretations may be possible.

The images of the Yemen bird show the upperwing and dark underside of the primaries clearly.
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Slender-billed Curlew from Yemen in 1984

(Porter et al. 2004) with the underside of the

outer primaries apparently uniform grey (fig.

3). In the video by Justin Carr there is a

sequence where the bird raises its wings, but

this provides little detail of the underwing,

which appears uniformly pale.

A clear image of the underwing, or a very

careful description by an observer who was

explicitly aware of the difference between the

species, could perhaps have resolved the

identity of the Druridge Bay curlew. In the

event, this aspect of the evidence was equiv-

ocal.

Size

The size of the Druridge Bay bird was impos-

sible to assess objectively. The bird was small

but not ‘tiny’ and was probably at or near the

bottom of the range for Eurasian Curlew.

Some observers had commented that the

Druridge Bay curlew did not appear to be

small enough, and were concerned about its

bulky, almost pot-bellied appearance

(depending on posture). In some images

there is no obvious difference in size com-

pared with at least one Eurasian Curlew,

although direct size comparisons were usually

difficult while the bird was walking through

grass on uneven ground (fig. 4) and useless

without knowing the sex of the accompa-

nying Eurasian Curlew. Published measure-

ments suggest that female Slender-billed

Curlews can overlap in body length with

smaller male Eurasian Curlews. However, the

bill of the Druridge Bay curlew was very

short, more or less proportionate with that of

the (presumed) male Moroccan birds.

BOURC had to assess whether the apparent

discrepancy between body size (seemingly

more consistent with female) and bill length

(apparently consistent with male) cast doubt

on the identification of the Druridge Bay

curlew. Steele & Vangeluwe (2002) stated that

studies of museum skins showed that large-

bodied female Slender-billed Curlews could

have a bill length similar to that of small-

bodied males, and research by BBRC
members during the review had found a

female Slender-billed Curlew at NHM, Tring

with a bill length only 5.5 mm longer than the

mean bill size of males. The apparent length

of the bill was therefore not necessarily incon-

sistent with a large female Slender-billed

Curlew. Nevertheless, most female Slender-

billed Curlews would be expected to have a

longer bill than appeared to be the

case with the Druridge Bay bird.

The assessment of the length and

bulk of the bird required a degree

of subjective assessment - some

BOURC members thought it was

small enough, some were not sure.

A size comparison between the

Yemen bird and a Eurasian Curlew

in fig. 5 is relevant here.

Tibia feathering

The white tibia feathering appears

to be proportionately longer,

with a correspondingly shorter

exposed tibia, on Slender-billed

compared with Eurasian Curlew.

Several images of Moroccan birds

suggested a full -feathered,

‘trousered’ appearance. No
observers had commented on

such an appearance for the

Druridge Bay bird, and the lack of

evidence on this feature was one

of the reasons for the Not Proven

Fig. 4. The Druridge Bay curlew (front) alongside another

apparently small bird (rear); videograb by Tom Francis.

Although in this image the back bird also looks short-billed,

other videograbs show that the bill was much longer than it

appears here.
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Fig. 5. The Yemen Slender-billed Curlew alongside an orientalis Eurasian Curlew, January 1984

(Richard Porter). Although clearly very much smaller than Eurasian Curlew, the Slender-billed did

not always stand out among a flock of that species (observer’s notes), though it could normally be

picked out owing to its darker legs. On the basis of bill length, it is presumed to be a female.

verdict from BBRC. BOURC critically evalu-

ated this feature. A series of images of

known Slender-billed Curlews (from photo-

graphs and videos) showed that it appears to

vary according to the posture of the bird -

this may depend on whether the body feath-

ering is fluffed up or not, and on the angle of

the legs. It was concluded that extensive tibia

feathering is likely to be a valid supporting

identification feature for Slender-billed

Curlew, but that this will not always be

obvious in field views or photographs.

When the Druridge Bay curlew was

present, it is likely that no observers were

specifically looking for this feature. BOURC
determined whether it was visible in the

images available. Because the bird was

predominantly in long grass, few showed any

useful detail. Of the images extracted from

the videos, some appeared to show short or

sparse tibia feathering, whereas others

showed longer or fuller feathering. None of

them, however, unequivocally resolved the

issue one way or the other (fig. 6).

Leg colour

As described previously, the legs of Slender-

billed Curlew are expected to be black or

slate-grey. The legs of the Druridge bird were

not. Although the first assessment had con-

cluded that the leg colour of the Druridge

bird was acceptable, BOURC reviewed this

Fig. 6. Videograbs of the Druridge Bay curlew (first six panels) showing fairly full tibia feathering

and short length of exposed tibia, probably consistent with Slender-billed Curlew. The images are,

however, not clear enough to resolve the fine detail. Moroccan Slender-billed Curlew included for

comparison (bottom right two panels). Photographs of the Druridge bird by Justin Carr, Trevor

Charlton and Peter Colston; Moroccan bird by Andy Butler.
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feature in light of video evidence and the

descriptions. While, for example, the bird

observed in Yemen in 1984 could be picked

out from a tight flock of Eurasian Curlews on

the basis of leg colour (visible in fig. 5), the

Druridge bird did not attract attention in this

way. However, a careful description of this

feature by Tim Melling confirmed that its

legs were darker than those of the other

curlews in the flock:

‘There is one other minor feature [on

which] I differ from other observers but

I am absolutely certain about and that is

leg colour. When all the Curlews were

roosting by the pool, I had the opportu-

nity to compare them side by side.

I described the colour of the Slender-

billed Curlews legs as being “a tad darker”

than Curlew. Once again, this difference

seemed to fade in strong sunlight.’

A ‘tad darker’ does not suggest that the

legs were dark enough, but Corso et al.

(2014) found that the legs of young Slender-

billed Curlews are on average paler than

those of adults. Furthermore, evidence from

descriptions and photographs of Moroccan

birds show that the legs need not necessarily

appear particularly dark, with Pete Morris

describing the legs of one Moroccan bird as

‘greenish grey’. The videos confirm this

feature - whereas the bill always appears

black in videos of the Moroccan Slender-

billed Curlews, the legs appear greenish grey.

It is possible that this is an artefact of dirt or

reflection from wet legs, but it nevertheless

holds that the appearance of the legs of the

Druridge bird was not inconsistent with

Slender-billed Curlew - in fact Tim Melling’s

description strongly suggests that this was

not just a normal Eurasian Curlew. The legs

were one feature that could have been very

supportive of identification as Slender-billed

Curlew, but, unfortunately, the final conclu-

sion was that they were deemed to be ‘inter-

esting but indeterminate’.

Fig. 7. Bill structure of the Druridge Bay curlew.The bill was short and fine, narrow at the base

and at the tip.The colour was black, with a restricted pale base to the lower mandible. Both

mandibles were undamaged. Although juvenile Eurasian Curlews may have very short bills, and many
adult Eurasian Curlews have rather fine bills, we are unaware of any fully developed Eurasian Curlew

that shows all the bill features shown by the Druridge Bay bird. An image of the Minsmere curlew

(bottom right) is included for comparison. The broad base and semi-spatulate tip of the bill of the

Minsmere bird stand in contrast to the narrow bill base and almost needle-like tip of the Druridge

Bay bird. Photograpf of the Druridge bird by Justin Carr and Trevor Charlton; Minsmere curlew by

Dick Newell.
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Bill structure

The descriptions and images make it clear

that the bill of the Druridge Bay curlew was

slender, short and black, with a restricted pale

base to the lower mandible and no broader

bill tip, entirely consistent with Slender-billed

Curlew and atypical, at least, for Eurasian

Curlew. Videograbs confirm that the bill was

parallel-sided laterally. Where it meets the

feathers/skull, Eurasian Curlew’s bill

broadens more at the base than that of

Slender-billed. Although the differences are

subtle, the Druridge Bay curlew appears con-

sistent with Slender-billed in this respect. The

head-width: bill-width ratio (head width

measured at eye-level and bill base measured

at feathering, from videos) for the Druridge

Bay bird was about 2.9 (the mean of the two

frames where this was visible in fig. 7). For

a Moroccan Slender-billed Curlew measur-

able from Andy
Butler’s video, it

was also 2.9 (one

frame only). For

the Minsmere
bird this same

ratio was 2.4,

indicating a rela-

tively broader bill.

The images and

descriptions are in

agreement that

bill structure was

a strongly pro-

Slender-billed

feature of the

Druridge Bay

curlew.

Flank spotting

Both BBRC and

BOURC agreed

that the flank

spotting (black

heart- or diamond-

shaped spots on

a white back-

ground) was well

described and

illustrated by

observers, and was

visible in multiple

images of the

Druridge Bay curlew. Evidence has been pre-

sented, before and since (e.g. Corso et al.

2014), of Eurasian Curlews that demonstrate

superficially similar patterns of flank spot-

ting, at least on some feathers. It is unclear

whether any of them were genuinely confus-

able with Slender-billed Curlew, if seen well.

The committees looked in detail at the avail-

able evidence of the pattern of flank spotting.

The spotting on Slender-billed Curlew is

formed by the black, heart-shaped or broadly

lanceolate subterminal markings to white

feathers, which have more proximal black

markings resembling bars or ‘propeller

shapes’ (Steel & Vangeluwe 2002; Corso et al.

2014). On the larger rear-flank feathers,

which are boldly marked and easily dis-

placed, the barring may be visible. As

described by observers, and visible in

multiple images, there is at least one rear-flank

Fig. 8. Flank spotting of the Druridge Bay curlew. Images support multiple

descriptions of black diamond- or heart-shaped spots on a white background.

In particular, a larger rear-flank feather is visible in multiple images that has a

diamond-shaped black tip and at least one more proximal black stripe,

consistent with Slender-billed Curlew. This is visible in the split panel (bottom

left) where the large rear-flank feather (bracketed) is displaced behind two

arrow- or heart-shaped black feather tips (**). Note also the apparently

extensive tibia feathering. Photographs by Justin Carr and Trevor Charlton.
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feather on each side of the Druridge Bay bird

that has broad, black lateral barring (or

‘stripes’) (fig. 8). The combination of

diamond-shaped spots with individual

barred rearmost feathers is absolutely consis-

tent with Slender-billed Curlew and has

never, to our knowledge, been documented

on known Eurasian Curlews.

There is one image (reproduced in fig. 6

and again in fig. 9 at higher magnification)

where apparent vertical marks are visible on

5-6 of the spots in the middle of the flanks.

These vertical bars give a superficially

chevron-like appearance to these spots.

Other flank spots in the image are apparently

the arrow-and diamond-shapes expected of

Slender-billed Curlew. The extent to which

this pattern is real, or affected by the shake of

the image or the video processing artefacts is

unclear. However, similar vertical bar-like

patterns are also discernible in comparable

images of the same feathers of Slender-billed

Curlew flank spotting, such as on the adult

Moroccan bird photographed by Chris Gom-
ersall (fig. 9). They do not represent Eurasian

Curlew chevron patterns.

Upperparts
Published images of Moroccan Slender-billed

Curlews show birds where the buff fringes

and notches to the dark brown mantle and

scapular feathers formed a rather muted
pattern. The upperparts of the Druridge Bay

curlew seemed very different from this. The

upperparts appeared highly contrasting, with

very dark feather centres broadly fringed and

Fig. 9. Detail of apparent flank spotting on the Druridge Bay curlew (right-hand images) compared

with adult Slender-billed Curlew photographed in Morocco. While it is necessary to be extremely

cautious in interpreting these highly magnified, low-resolution images, the arrows indicate a group

of flank feathers on both birds that give the impression of vertical smudges projecting from the

diamond-shaped black feather markings. Photographs of the Druridge bird by Trevor Charlton;

Moroccan bird by Chris Gomersall.
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notched pale, with characteristic large,

heavily patterned drooping rear scapulars

and tertials. The contrast of the feathers may

be exaggerated by video artefacts but it was

also clearly described and illustrated. In

general, the upperparts appeared to be a

much better match for Eurasian Curlew - a

conclusion drawn by several observers, who
noted the similarity of the Druridge Bay

curlew to Eurasian Curlews in this respect.

Studies of specimens have suggested that

the variation in Slender-billed Curlew upper-

part plumage was more extensive than the

narrow search image presented as the ‘classic’

plumage. It will of course also be affected by

abrasion and bleaching. A conclusion of

Corso et al. (2014) is that the mantle and

scapular plumage has little or no relevance

for identification of Slender-billed Curlew.

Direct comparisons of the Druridge Bay

curlew with Moroccan Slender-billed

Curlews in videograbs (fig. 10) suggest that

the upperpart pattern was acceptable.

However, some committee members
remained concerned by the similarity to the

heavily patterned and notched upperpart

feathers of Eurasian Curlew.

In flight, the upperwing of the Druridge

Bay bird showed a combination of very dark

primaries (the darkness was commented on

in descriptions) and conspicuous pale inner

primaries and secondaries, forming a very

pale trailing wedge in the wing (almost like

that of a Common Redshank Tringa totanus).

This combination is characteristic of Slender-

billed Curlew, but may also be shown by

some Eurasian Curlews (Corso et al. 2014).

Length of the primary projection

Although BBRC members had presented evi-

dence that this feature was variable within

Slender-billed Curlew, concerns had been

expressed that the primary projection of the

Druridge Bay curlew was too short to be con-

sistent with Slender-billed. The videograbs

showed no difference between the primary

projection of the Druridge bird and

Moroccan Slender-billed Curlews, and thus

no BOURC members thought that this was

an issue. At the same time, primary projec-

tion was well within the range of Eurasian

Curlew.

Tail and rump pattern

Tail pattern and pigmentation of Slender-

billed Curlews have been well described, with

thinner brown/black tail-barring on a more

uniform white background than would be

typical on Eurasian Curlews, and an

unspotted white rump (Glutz von Blotzheim

et al. 1977). The descriptions of the Druridge

Bay bird fitted Slender-billed Curlew. The

videos and photographs were of little help as

in most cases the tail was obscured or the

white areas were overexposed. However, the

possibility of a Eurasian Curlew with a

weakly marked, white tail and unmarked
rump could not be ruled out.

Other features

The well-marked supercilium and darker

lores were generally supportive of identifica-

tion as Slender-billed Curlew. The ‘capped’

appearance and thin median crown-stripe

were also consistent with Slender-billed

Curlew, as was the sharp demarcation

between the streaked, huffish upper breast

Fig. 10. Mantle and scapular pattern of the

Druridge Bay curlew (left panels) in direct

comparison with Slender-billed Curlew from

Morocco (right panels). ‘R’ indicates a mirror-

image reversal of the original capture.

Photographs of the Druridge bird by Trevor

Charlton, Moroccan bird by Andy Butler.
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and black-streaked lower breast and spotted

white flanks, creating something of a pectoral

band. The white axillaries and underwing-

coverts were well described and pho-

tographed and represented an essential

component of the claim of the Druridge Bay

bird as a Slender-billed Curlew. These fea-

tures were, however, of little use in elimi-

nating Eurasian Curlew, which can also show

all these characters. The pale eye-ring of the

Druridge bird was weaker than that visible in

published images of Slender-billed Curlew

and this remains unexplained. However, both

Steele & Vangeluwe (2002) and Corso et al.

(2014) had concluded that the eye-ring was

not a clinching identification feature, and

BOURC concurred.

BOURC decision

BBRC and BOURC follow similar guidelines

for acceptance of the identification of firsts

for Britain: it is not always necessary for

every diagnostic feature of the species to be

described on an individual bird, but the

available evidence must eliminate alternative

identifications and if there is any feature of

the bird that is unambiguously wrong for the

species under consideration, the record will

normally not be accepted. Hence, even if the

descriptions suggest apparently diagnostic

features of the species claimed, it may still

not be acceptable if important aspects of the

descriptions or other evidence are not consis-

tent with the identification. BOURC
members had to decide both whether diag-

nostic features of Slender-billed Curlew had

been robustly proven, and whether, con-

versely, any of the features of the Druridge

Bay curlew were unambiguously wrong for

Slender-billed Curlew. With several aspects of

the evidence open to interpretation, this was

very likely to lead to differences of opinion

among the committee.

BOURC Standing Orders relating to

acceptance of identification are as follows:

• For all records (including the review of

previously accepted records), decisions to

accept identification must be unanimous.

• Where there are between one and four

dissenters on identification, the file is

recirculated immediately in a different

sequence.

• If, after recirculation, there remains more

than one dissenter, the record is rejected.

At the BOURC meeting in June 2012, the

record had accumulated four votes in favour

of rejection. The record was discussed and

members were asked to review their votes in

light of other people’s comments and inter-

pretations of the data - in effect a recircula-

tion. As a result of this process, at the

BOURC meeting in June 2013 the situation

was unchanged, with four votes in favour of

rejection. The record was discussed at length,

with strong views expressed both for accept-

ance and for non-acceptance of the identifi-

cation. In reviewing the votes and comments,

it was noted that across the two committees

there was no clear pattern of voting: among
those who had seen the Druridge Bay curlew

there were those who voted for acceptance

and those who did not, with a similar split

response from those who had not seen the

bird. Some of the professional scientists on

the committees had analysed the data and

voted to accept, whilst others voted against

acceptance. Some of the committee members

were top rarity finders, and again some had

voted to accept and some to reject. All com-

mittee members were extremely experienced

in record assessment, yet members analysing

the same images at the same time expressed

diametrically opposite and strongly held

views over the identification of the bird. In

those circumstances, the data relating to the

Druridge Bay curlew were self-evidently

equivocal, and it was inconceivable that a

consensus to accept the identification unani-

mously was achievable. It was agreed there-

fore to concur with the BBRC decision that

the identification was Not Proven and to

reject the record.

What now for the Slender-billed

Curlew?
Many rarity reports are found Not Proven by

BBRC on the basis that, although the bird

may have been the species claimed, the level

of evidence presented is not sufficient to

confirm the identification. It is not the role of

BBRC or BOURC to identify birds - the

committees are charged with determining

whether they are acceptable as the species

claimed - but if the Druridge Bay bird was

not a Slender-billed Curlew, what could it

have been? Could it really have been a
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Eurasian Curlew? Could the hybrid possi-

bility be ruled out? The bird showed specific

detailed features of flank spotting and bill

morphology that are widely considered diag-

nostic of Slender-billed Curlew, and several

other features that are supportive, while not

themselves diagnostic. It is not difficult to

document Eurasian Curlews that are small,

or have unusually short or slender bills, or

that have some flank spotting, or white axil-

laries and underwing-coverts, or a white,

poorly marked tail. Elowever, examinations

of skins (and wild birds) have not, to our

knowledge, produced any examples of

Eurasian Curlew that have all these features

and look like the Druridge Bay bird. Several

BBRC and BOURC members felt that the

identification of the Druridge Bay curlew as

Slender-billed had been demonstrated to the

level of confidence required for acceptance as

a first for Britain. Those who voted to reject

the record did so on the basis of the quality

of the evidence, the size of the bird, leg

colour, upperpart plumage and under-

primary pattern. For some members, these

features, while perhaps not eliminating

Slender-billed Curlew, as a package consti-

tuted too many characters that needed

explaining for comfortable acceptance of

such an iconic record. Features such as size,

leg colour, the pattern of the underside of the

primaries and upperpart plumage - which,

on another individual, might have more

closely matched our understanding of the

characters of a ‘classic’ Slender-billed Curlew

- were either anomalous or not possible to

assess conclusively on the Druridge Bay bird.

Steele & Vangeluwe (2002) stated that ‘in

normal circumstances, this record would

have been straightforward to accept’. Some

BBRC and BOURC members felt that they

could not support that statement.

The Druridge Bay curlew was arguably the

best documented of any of the Slender-billed

Curlews claimed since the apparent disap-

pearance of the Moroccan wintering popula-

tion. An unpublished RSPB database of all

claims of Slender-billed Curlews shows that

since the Moroccan records of 1995 there

have been 28 apparently accepted records

from seven countries, though in most cases

we do not know the details of the review

processes that verified these records. BOURC

does not comment on decisions made by

other national committees. However, fol-

lowing the experience with the Druridge Bay

individual, BOURC would encourage those

national records committees who have

accepted records since 1995 to re-examine

them to the level of scrutiny to which the

Druridge Bay bird has been subjected.

Because we now know so much more about

the pitfalls of the identification of Slender-

billed Curlew, our experience suggests that

without good photographic confirmation an

identification is likely to prove impossible.

Documenting extinction is not a happy task

and is fortunately one that is not (yet)

frequently necessary for avian species. The

lessons of the Eskimo Curlew N. borealis
,

which continued to turn up on migration for

over 70 years after the population crash that

ultimately doomed the species (Gollop et al.

1986), teach us not to write off Slender-billed

Curlew lightly. But if the Slender-billed

Curlew is indeed extinct, we should honour

its exit with accuracy and dignity. Conserva-

tionists use species records to describe

patterns in decline associated with extinc-

tion, to estimate extinction dates and to

model extinction rates. These models rely on

accurate data, and erroneous records can

have large effects on models. Mistakes in the

assessment process could impair the under-

standing of patterns, and therefore result in

failure to detect species showing signs of slip-

ping to extinction.
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Hummingbirds make

up the second-largest

family of birds in the

world and, depending

on which checklist you follow (this book follows

Howard & Moore (2013) taxonomy), there are

around 338 of them. This book sets out to provide

a description of each species together with brief

information on distribution, habitat, size and

status. A colour distribution map is also provided

for each species.

The main attraction for most people will be the

photographs of this attractive family. The largest

contribution comes from Michael Fogden, who
has spent much of his life writing about and pho-

tographing hummingbirds, although the work of

around 40 photographers is included. Each image

is ‘cut out’ and shown against a white background,

and while this rather clinical approach reduces

some of the natural beauty of the images, it allows

species to be compared on the same basis. All

images are shown at life size, but often just one sex

is depicted.

The text has been gathered by Marianne Taylor

and Sheri Williamson, and this includes 22 pages

that provide an overview of how hummingbirds

live. This is followed by the individual species

accounts in taxonomic order. However, 76 species

are not included here but are placed at the end

of this section and without any illustrations. The

text explains that these are mostly the rarely seen

species. While this may be true for some, it

certainly is not for others such as Reddish Hermit

Phaethornis ruber and Black-eared Fairy Heliothryx

auritus that are widespread and relatively easy

to see. In a quick search on the internet I found

photographs of many of these species very quickly.

So for them to be dumped into an ‘also ran’

section is most disappointing and really devalues

the book.

Keith Betton

Jk birdsummincjoiros
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‘Asian Red-rumped
Swallow9

in Orkney and
Highland: new to Britain

Roderick and Sylvia Thorne

Abstract A Red-rumped Swallow Cecropis dourica was found and photographed

on Sanday, Orkney, late in the evening of 9th June 201 I. What proved to be the

same individual was seen at Talisker Bay, Skye, Highland, on 17th and 29th June

2011. Photographs taken on the latter date established that it belonged to one of

the Asian races of Red-rumped Swallow and that the same individual was involved

on both islands. The record was accepted by BOURC and BBRC as being the first

‘Asian Red-rumped Swallow’ to be recorded in Britain, either C. d. dourica or C. d.

japonica. The identification, distribution, taxonomy and other European records of

Asian Red-rumped Swallow are discussed.

World contained an article about ‘Asian Red-

rumped Swallows’ (Tveit 2011), and that one

had been seen recently on the Isle of Skye

(Highland). Eric had seen one of my photo-

graphs and thought that it almost certainly

showed the bird to be of eastern origin. A
flurry of telephone calls and e-mails followed

and, in the following issue of Birding World
,

Richard Millington commented that our bird

was indeed an Asian Red-rumped Swallow,

but also that it was the very same individual

that Ian Fulton had photographed on Skye,

on 29th June 201 1. It subsequently transpired

that it had been discovered initially on Skye

by Ray and Steph Hamilton on 17th June and

must have remained in the area until being

rediscovered on 29th June. Plainly, the bird

was hardier than we had thought - not only

had it survived, but it had flown another 300

km to the southwest.

the washing, when, as she later wrote in our

record submission: ‘I noticed a very tired-

looking swallow, perched on our fence, which

I thought looked rather odd. This was just

enough to get my husband Roderick (along

with his brother Garth, our sons Tristan and

Alistair and nephew Oliver) outside, and they

were thrilled to see and identify the bird as a

Red-rumped Swallow [Cecropis daurica]. We
approached gradually closer and stopped just

some 5 m from the bird. In the failing

evening light, Roderick took a few record

photographs; having confirmed the identifi-

cation (as he thought), we had no need to

approach any closer, so left it there. The bird

appeared to be so exhausted that we assumed

it would probably be dead the next day, and

we saw no more of it.’ Richard, to whom we sent Roderick’s best

photographs, had been kind enough to send

back comparative photographs in which he

highlighted several individual new feathers

that contrasted with older and worn feathers,

and which matched perfectly the arrange-

ment of those of the Skye bird; an impressive

piece of forensic analysis we thought. He also

sent a map showing the distribution of the

Having not seen a Red-rumped Swallow

before, and with there being only eight pre-

vious Orkney records, we were delighted that

this unusual visitor had chosen our garden in

which to pause on its travels. Then, out of the

blue, on 9th September and three months

after the sighting, Eric Meek telephoned. He
said that the September 2011 issue of Birding
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203. Britain’s first ‘Asian Red-rumped Swallow’ Cecropis daurica daurica/japonica on Sanday, Orkney,

being enjoyed by (from left to right) Sylvia, Garth and Oliver Thorne.

nine recognised forms of Red-rumped
Swallow, which made us realise just how far

our bird had travelled. Shortly afterwards, we

received a paper copy of the original article,

which we read all the more closely because of

our own (retrospective) involvement.

Richard also added: ‘But now that birders are

aware of Asian Red-rumped Swallow being a

potential vagrant, there will surely be much
scrutinising of past notes and photographs to

see if any earlier records may have involved

birds of similar origin.’ As yet, no suspects

have emerged from the woodwork.

Throughout the period that we watched

the bird, it sat on the garden’s perimeter

barbed-wire fence - there are frequently

either cattle or sheep in the adjacent field,

which presumably attract insects. Here, it

remained stationary, and facing away, from

the time that Sylvia first found it until we

retreated half an hour later.

Description

To our eyes, the bird was clearly a Red-

rumped Swallow, and our views of it were

more than adequate to identify it as this

species: the rufous rump patch, steely blue

back and crown, and rich rufous-orange sides

to the head were striking. The bird remained

facing away from us, even as we approached

to within 5 m, so we did not see the under-

parts, and we did not see it fly either.

Comparison with the Isle of Skye
bird

The same individual was rediscovered at

Talisker Bay on Skye, initially by Ray and

Steph Hamilton on 17th June 2011, and inde-

pendently by Ian Fulton on 29th June.

Richard Millington’s critical examination of

our photographs and those taken by Ian

Fulton revealed a unique combination of old

and new feathers, which established beyond

doubt that the same individual was involved

in both sightings. The quality of Ian Fulton’s

images of the bird when it was at Talisker Bay

was outstanding, and they were chosen as the

winner of the 2012 Carl Zeiss Award (Brit.

Birds 105: plates 264 & 265).

Ian’s photographs revealed that the under-

parts were whitish, liberally streaked with

short and narrow striations - particularly

dense on the chin and throat, but longer,

finer and more dispersed on the breast, belly

and flanks. This is the single most important

feature for separation of ‘Asian Red-rumped

Swallow’ from its European counterpart, and

we failed to see it! Thankfully, Ian’s photo-

graphs captured the underpart streaking in

clinching detail.

Judging by the photographs of the bird on

Skye, it favoured barbed-wire fences there

too, and it also seemed decidedly perkier

than on Sanday.

Status in Britain and Europe
In Britain, the Red-rumped Swallow was no

longer regarded as a national rarity after

2005, when the cumulative total topped the

500 mark. It has since been treated as a scarce

migrant with up to 20 expected annually.

This didn’t detract from our find and we

were delighted to have seen what is still a very

rare bird in Scotland. But when we realised
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that the Sanday bird had been elevated to a

status of at least aberrance, if not singularity,

we were astonished. Final acceptance took

some time coming, so when the details

appeared in the BBRC report for 2012

(Hudson et al. 2013), it was exciting to realise

that the identification as an Asian Red-

rumped Swallow had been accepted by both

BBRC and BOURC (BOU 2014). Further-

more, it received top billing in the BBRC
report as a ‘first for Britain’, alongside the

White-winged Scoter Melanitta deglandi in

North-east Scotland.

Other European records

Asian Red-rumped Swallow is an extreme

vagrant to Europe with just six accepted

records (including the British bird) so far.

The first European record came from the

Pasvik valley, which forms the border

between Norway and Russia, on 31st May
1905. Here it was captured in a building,

and subsequently identified as a young male

of the race daurica and preserved as a

mounted specimen in the Zoologisk

Museum in Oslo, Norway (Tveit 2011).

Measurements and the slight streaking on

the rump point to it being of the race

japonica
, and it was accepted as that race by

the Norwegian rarities committee (Olsen et

al. 2010). In recent years, two further birds

were discovered in southern Norway: at

Steinsvika, Farsund, Vest-Agder on 3rd May
2006, and at Karsto, Tysvaer, Rogaland, on

22nd August 2007. Photographs show that

the Karsto bird was of the race daurica

while the bird at Steinsvika was either

daurica or japonica (Olsen et al. 2010).

There are also now two accepted records

from Finland: at Lemland Lagskar on 18th

May 2007; and at Lempaala Ahtialanjarvi,

also in southwest Finland, on 19th-20th

May 2011 (www.tarsiger.com/gallery/index.

php?pic_id = muu I306522525&lang=fin)

(Fehikoinen et al. 2012; Anon 2013). Mean-

while, a bird photographed in Sweden in

June 2013 is surely a strong candidate (see

http://svalan.artdata.slu.se/birds/gallery.

asp?artid= I 0 I 5); while a record in the

Netherlands, an adult at Kennemermeer,

IJmuiden, Noord-Holland, on 29th May
2013 remains under consideration (Marcel

Hass in litt.).

204 . ‘Asian Red-rumped Swallow’ Cecropis

daurica daurica/japonica, Sanday, Orkney,

9th June 20 1 I .Although it allowed a close

approach, the underparts of the bird were

not seen by the original finders on Sanday.

Its true identity came to light when photographs

of the bird on Skye revealed surprising

similarities. From behind, the rufous rump

patch, and steely blue back, nape and crown

reveal its true identity.

This pattern of spring and summer occur-

rences is particularly unusual for a vagrant

from Asia, but does resemble that of two

other aerial specialists from eastern Asia:

White-throated Needletail Hirundapus

caudacutus and Pacific Swift Apus pacificus.
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Approximate breeding ranges of the nine recognised forms of Red-rumped Swallow Cecropis daurica

along with those of the closely related Sri Lanka Swallow C. hyperythra, Striated Swallow C. striolata,

and Rufous-bellied Swallow C. badia. The eastern limit of the range of C. d. daurica is uncertain, and

may be confined to the Altai Mountains of northeast Kazakhstan, northwest China, western Mongolia

and the Russian Altai. Note that the breeding ranges of the European race C. d. rufula and the

nominate form come within c. 700 km in eastern Kazakhstan. The northern races are migratory,

with C. d. rufula wintering in sub-Saharan Africa, and the Asian forms C. d. daurica
/
japonica migrating

to southern and southeast Asia. The red stars indicate the locations of the accepted records of ‘Asian

Red-rumped Swallows’ in Europe. Map drawn and provided courtesy of Steve Gantlett/8/rd/ng World.

Taxonomy and distribution

The Red-rumped Swallow has an extensive

range, which includes much of the Mediter-

ranean basin and the Middle East, east to

central, southern and eastern Asia, as well as

across vast swathes of tropical sub-Saharan

Africa. Within this vast region nine races are

recognised. These fall into three well-defined

groupings (see below) that differ primarily in

the extent and prominence of streaking on

the underparts, the colour of the underparts

and rump, and the width of the nuchal collar.

1. The race C. d. rufula occurs in southern

Europe, North Africa, the Middle East

and east to southeastern Kazakhstan,

Afghanistan and Pakistan. It shows pale

and finely streaked underparts and a

prominent nuchal collar; bordering the

mantle, the rump is warm rufous-orange,

fading to creamy-white towards the tail.

2. The four east and south Asian races form

a distinct group. These races show
streaked underparts, a uniformly rufous

rump, and a variably prominent nuchal

collar, where the blue of the crown and

mantle may become joined, or almost so.

Nominate C. d. daurica breeds in tem-

perate regions of the eastern Palearctic

including extreme northeast Kazakhstan,

northwestern China and northern

Mongolia, but the eastern limit of its

range is uncertain. The very similar C. d.

japonica breeds throughout much of

southern, eastern and northeastern China,

eastern Amurland in Russia, as well as the

Korean peninsula and the southern

islands of the Japanese archipelago. Both

of these races are long-distance migrants,

wintering from the Indian subcontinent to

southeast Asia. The smaller races C. d.

nipalensis and C. d. erythropygia are
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restricted to the Indian subcontinent, the

former to the Himalayas and the latter to

peninsular India, where they are resident

or dispersive.

3. The four African races C. d. domicella ,

C. d. melanocrissus
, C. d. kumboensis and

C. d. emini show little or no streaking on

the underparts, but vary in colour below,

ranging from creamy white in domicella

and kumboensis to chestnut in

melanocrissus and emini. These races are

mostly sedentary or dispersive in sub-

Saharan Africa with a disjunct distribu-

tion extending from Senegal east to Sudan

and Ethiopia, and south to Cameroon,

Kenya and Malawi.

In eastern Kazakhstan and northwestern

China, where the breeding ranges of daurica

and rufula come within c. 700 km, they are

separated by largely inhospitable deserts,

mountain ranges and treeless steppe grass-

lands. Wassink & Oreel (2007) commented

that daurica breeds in the lowland steppes

and foothills in the Irtysh and Bukhtarma

valleys in northeast Kazakhstan, whereas

rufula occurs up to 2,000 m in similar habi-

tats in the Chu-Ili Mountains, the Tien Shan

foothills, the Dzhungarskiy Alatau and adja-

cent plains, in the southeast of the country.

Red-rumped Swallows are absent from much
of the arid region of western China, where

the mountains of the Himalayas, Hindu
Kush, Karakoram, Kunlun, Tien Shan and

Altai surround the inhospitable deserts of

the Tarim Basin and Junggar Pendi - a vast

arid region characterised by low rainfall,

sparse vegetation, a small human population

and little in the way of suitable habitat for

them.

Recognition

Although plumage differences between the

Red-rumped Swallows in Europe and

eastern Asia are well documented, little had

been published about the separation of the

eastern races until Tveit’s (2011) review of

the European and four Asian forms. In it, he

described differences between each of the

four rather similar Asian races, and also

their separation from rufula in Europe. For

those familiar with Red-rumped Swallow in

Europe, these Asian races will appear subtly

but surprisingly distinct. Although superfi-

cially resembling the European bird, all the

eastern races differ from that form in being

more heavily and extensively streaked on the

underparts, while the rusty-brown collar (a

broad band across the nape in rufula) may
be interrupted with dull blue, producing

a bridge between the crown and mantle.

Furthermore, the rump colour of the Asian

races is uniform rufous, appearing slightly

richer and darker than in European
breeders.

Separating the Asian races from one

another, and distinguishing japonica from

daurica in particular, is considerably more

challenging, and despite the quality of the

photographic evidence BBRC and BOURC
felt unable to assign the Orkney/Skye bird to

either one of these two races. Tveit (2011)

noted that japonica differs from daurica by

the more heavily streaked underparts, and

that the rufous rump of japonica often

shows dark shaft-streaks, whereas in daurica

it is unmarked. Based upon examination of

museum specimens, Vaurie (1959) com-

mented that:
‘

japonica is distinctly more

heavily streaked below than nominate

daurica
,
and with faint streaks on the rump

which are usually absent or fainter in

dauricaj and also that it is ‘somewhat

smaller’. However, Vaurie also stated that

japonica ‘probably intergrades with nomi-

nate daurica in central China’. In the hand,

biometrics provide a guide, with japonica

(wing 112-127 mm) averaging smaller than

daurica (wing 119-138 mm; Tveit 2011),

but birds falling within the overlap zone are

not separable using biometrics. And since

underpart streaking also varies individually,

few birds seen away from the respective

breeding ranges can be assigned to a specific

race.

Both of the races breeding in the Indian

subcontinent, nipalensis (wing 107-123 mm)
and erythropygia (wing 104-116 mm),
are smaller than the migratory forms;

erythropygia
, the smallest, also has a propor-

tionately shorter tail. They also differ by

having less coarsely streaked underparts than

either daurica or japonica ,
while the rufous-

orange to the side of the head is more exten-

sive and may form a complete nuchal collar.
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205 & 206 . ‘Asian Red-rumped Swallow’ Cecropis daurica daurica/japonica, Talisker, Isle of Skye,

Highland, 29th June 2011. Ian Fulton’s superb series of photographs submitted to BBRC not only

established the true identity of this bird, but showed similarities in the state of plumage and moult

which proved that the Sanday and Skye birds were the same individual. The pronounced streaking to

the underparts, the incomplete rufous collar restricted to the sides of the neck and extending into

the rear of the supercilium, the steely-blue nape feathering joining the crown and mantle, and the

uniformly toned rufous rump are features associated with the Asian forms of Red-rumped Swallow.
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Editorial comment Adam Rowlands, BBRC Chairman, commented: ‘This record first came to

the attention of most British birders (and record committee members) through Birding World,

where the publication of Tveit (2011), in which the Skye bird was documented, was followed up

by Thorne (201 1 ), which showed that the Skye individual had first visited Sanday. Great credit is

due to BBRC/BOURC member Richard Millington, who originally spotted that photographs of

the Skye bird related to a new ‘form’ of Red-rumped Swallow for Britain.

‘BBRC received further input from BOURC member Chris Kehoe to aid the assessment of the

record, but we were unable to progress the identification further than either daurica/japonica.

One of the biggest obstacles has been obtaining source material to review the variability of

daurica. It seems that this form is rather rare or absent from much of its reported range (it has

not been seen by BBRC members travelling in Mongolia, for example, and appears to be virtually

unrecorded there by western ornithologists in recent times), leading to an absence of field experi-

ence or available photographic material. Reviews of skin collections have been complicated by

the apparent confusion over the location of the type specimen (see below), which may have led

to some birds being incorrectly classified on the basis of distribution.

‘The upshot of all this is that BBRC could not be certain which form the Scottish bird was

closest to. We felt that we just do not know enough about the variation in daurica to be certain

that a first-summer of that race could not appear similar to the Scottish bird. Given the recent

41
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Discussion

Tveit (2011) implied that individuals at the

extreme west of the range of daurica are

likely to be separable in plumage from those

in the southeast of the range of japonica.

However, he also noted that a zone of

intergradation between these races will make

it impossible to assign many birds to either

race. Tveit’s article concluded with the sug-

gestion that a taxonomic reappraisal of the

Red-rumped Swallow complex is overdue,

and made a fairly strong case for the Asian

forms to be regarded as a separate species

from European rufula. In particular, he

argued that the very similar Striated Swallow

C. striolata of southeast Asia, which closely

resembles Asian Red-rumped Swallow, is

treated as a distinct species whereas the Asian

races of Red-rumped Swallow are lumped

with the rather distinct rufula and the four

African races. Hudson et al. (2013) remarked

that ‘... there seems every chance that more

will be identified in the near future, and for

the “armchair lister”, seeing one in Britain

might ultimately prove rewarding. Asian

Red-rumped Swallow is without doubt a

prime candidate for splitting.’ Clearly pres-

sure for a split is building.
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spate of records in northwest Europe, it seems reasonable to assume that eastern birds could have

been previously overlooked. BBRC would welcome any previous claims supported by contem-

porary evidence, particularly any good-quality images showing the key features. We would also

welcome any input from others that would further develop our understanding of the separation

of daurica and japonica , beyond the reference material referred to here.’

Martin Collinson, BOURC Chairman, commented: ‘BOURC considered that both daurica

and japonica were plausible vagrants to Britain, whereas all other eastern and southeastern taxa

are much more southerly in their distribution and are either sedentary or make more limited

migrations within southern Asia. Dickinson & Ericson (2002) showed that the true type locality

of nominate C. d. daurica is in the Russian Altai, about 2,500 km west of the previously accepted

locality near the Amur River. This has required reassessment of the likely range of intergradation

of the two taxa; however, birds from Japan (japonica ) and the Russian Far East generally lack the

buffy tones to the underparts characteristic of nominate daurica. The bird seen on Sanday and

then Skye appeared to be indistinguishable from japonica
,
and may have been acceptable as such.

However, a majority of BOURC members considered that, in a vagrant context, the possibility of

daurica (especially a worn bird) could not be ruled out. As a result, the bird was accepted

as belonging to one of these two subspecies. It was unanimously considered to be of wild

provenance.

The acceptance of a “subspecies group” onto the British List is untidy. However, the scientific

remit of BOURC includes the documentation of vagrancy and migration patterns of extralimital

taxa. There are a small number of species for which we need to record that a subspecies vagrancy

event has occurred but that we cannot conclusively identify the vagrant(s) down to an individual

subspecies. These include “Least Tern” Sternula albifrons antiliarum/ athalassos/ hrowni and

“Eastern Yellow Wagtail” Motacilla flava of the subspecies simillima, tschutschensis or plexa. Simi-

larly, records of Lesser Sand Plover Charadrius mongolus are listed separately as
“
atrifrons group”

( atrifrons,
pamirensis or schaeferi) or

“
mongolus group” ( mongolus or stegmanni). The examples

listed represent potential future splits and, as noted by the authors here, so do the “Asian” Red-

rumped Swallows.

‘Sheldon et al. (2005) did not include any Asian subspecies of Red-rumped Swallow in their

molecular phylogeny of swallows, but showed that C. d. rufula and Striated Swallow C. striolata

are very closely related. Indeed, that split of C. striolata from C. daurica, which is based substan-

tially on reports of close contact without intergradation in the Brahmaputra area in northeast

India, is incongruous in light of the continued lumping of the other subspecies of Red-rumped

Swallow. A complete review of the whole complex is required, as noted by Dickinson & Dekker

(2001 ). While it is possible that this would lead to a split of Asian Red-rumped Swallows from the

European and African taxa, the situation may become quite complicated. For example, it is

possible that japonica and striolata are more closely allied to each other than they are to daurica .’
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Foraging activity and
habitat use by European
Nightjars in South Wales
Paddy Jenks, Mick Green and Tony Cross

Abstract Foraging activity and habitat use by European Nightjars Caprimulgus

europaeus were measured during a radio-tracking study in coniferous forest in

South Wales. Nightjars were most active from around 15 minutes after sunset for

a period of about 80 minutes. After resting for most of the remainder of the night

there was a further period of activity, which began around 80 minutes before

sunrise and continued for about one hour. Different feeding activities were

recorded in different light levels. Most nests and the highest levels of feeding

activity were recorded in forestry that had been felled less than five years before

the study. Forestry blocks up to 15 years old were still important for foraging, but

there was limited activity in older woodland. Results also suggest that the number

of churring males recorded may not translate reliably into breeding pairs.

While the European Nightjar

Caprimulgus europaeus is usually

thought of as a bird of heathland,

in Wales the species is found mainly in clear-

fell forestry (Conway et al. 2007). The popu-

lation in Wales has been increasing since at

least 1981 (Morris et al. 1994), perhaps as a

result of increased felling of mature planta-

tions following a large expansion of the

forestry industry in Wales in the 1950s. The

current consideration of a much greater use

of continuous cover forestry techniques in

Wales may affect the amount of habitat suit-

able for breeding Nightjars in the future
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(Cross et al 2007). Another factor that may
affect Nightjars is that renewable energy

policy has encouraged large wind-power

developments at forestry sites (WAG 2005).

A large area of forest in South Wales,

between Neath and Treorchy, was known by

the authors to hold an important population

of Nightjars. This area was included within a

potential site for a large wind-power develop-

ment and a radio-tracking study was under-

taken as part of the necessary ecological

impact assessment (Nuon Renewables Ltd

2010). This paper presents findings on the

two major aspects of the study - foraging

activity and habitat use of individual Night-

jars.

Study site and methods
The study site is an area of more than 6,000

ha of coniferous forest, which previous

surveys have shown to hold at least 12 chur-

ring male Nightjars (Nuon Renewables Ltd

2009, 2010). It consists of forested valleys and

a central plateau, ranging from 50 m to 600

m above sea level, although the majority of

the plateau is 300-550 m asl. The site is

managed as rotational commercial forestry

by Natural Resources Wales (formerly

Forestry Commission Wales) and is planted

mostly with Sitka Spruce Picea sitchensis

up to 60 years of age. Other species present

include Corsican Pine Pinus nigra var.

maritima
, Douglas Fir Pseudotsuga menziesii

and Japanese Larch Larix kaernpferi.

Male Nightjars were caught using mist-

nets and a tape lure; females were occasion-

ally caught at the same time, but further

females were caught by following tagged

males back to the nest and setting nets near

the nest. This also allowed nest data to be col-

lected.

Trapped birds were fitted with a 2-gram

tail-mounted radio transmitter. Tagged birds

were tracked with a Biotrack Sika radio

receiver using a hand-held aerial. Line of sight

range was found to be 1.5 km but intervening

tree cover reduced this distance by approxi-

mately half. Solid barriers, such as the crown

of a ridge, reduced the maximum detectable

distance further, to c. 200-300 m, while heavy

rain could also weaken the signal. Once a

signal from a tagged bird was detected, several

details were recorded: the location of the

receiver (using a hand-held GPS), the

compass bearing of peak signal (using a

mapping compass), time, quality and strength

of the signal, and the bird’s activity.

Constraints of the geography of the site

and access, and restrictions of surveying

within a working forest meant that accurate

triangulation of locations was not possible.

Locations of birds were therefore recorded

within individual forestry ‘coups’ (a coup is a

block of forest used in the management of a

site - each coup

usually contains a

single species and

is planted and

felled at the same

time, thus creating

a homogenous
patch of habitat).

When birds

were seen by the

observer, their

behaviour and

height of flight

were recorded.

Birds that were

recorded by radio

but not seen were

logged either as

resting or as active.

The receivers

respond differently

207 . Favoured nesting habitat for European Nightjars Caprimulgus europaeus.

This shows two-year-old replanted Sitka Spruce Picea sitchensis in the study

area in South Wales, where five nests were found, in August 2009.
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208. European Nightjar Caprimulgus europaeus fitted with radio tag, as

used in this study; note the aerial, visible beyond the tail; June 2013.

to a moving tag than

to a stationary one

and signal strength

varied enormously

according to the angle

of the transmitter, so

it was very easy to

determine the differ-

ence between a flying

bird and a resting one.

For active birds,

two forms of feeding

were interpreted and

recorded. Nightjars

feed either by

'hawking
1 - contin-

uous flight along rides

and over open ground

- or by ‘flycatching
1 -

flying out from and

then returning to a

particular perch - in

other words they are

mainly stationary with occasional short

bursts of activity. When this pattern of

activity was detected, it was classed as ‘active
1

.

It is possible that some birds recorded as

‘hawking
1 may have been commuting

between feeding grounds or roost sites

without actually foraging, and it was not pos-

sible to differentiate this with the tracking

equipment. However, when visual confirma-

tion was available, it indicated that com-

muting flights were fast and direct, and

comprised a small time component of flight

activity as a whole.

When birds fidget or stretch, the trans-

mitter will also move and cause the received

signal to vary and this is easily confused with

flycatching; however, if this apparent burst of

activity occurred infrequently (for example

once an hour), the bird was recorded as

resting.

Results

Between 15th June and 26th August 2009, a

total of 15 individual adult Nightjars were

fitted with radio transmitters and 29 bird-

nights of radio-tracking were carried out,

involving 12 of the 15 birds. Three Nightjars

were not followed, either because their tag

failed soon after being fitted or because the

birds could not subsequently be relocated.

Sightings

A total of 82 sightings of Nightjars were

recorded between 18th June and 16th August.

At dusk the pattern of sightings closely

followed that of overall activity (i.e. including

contacts for which there was no visual

record, just a radio signal detected), with a

peak of observations at 30-45 minutes after

sunset. After this point, observations became

less frequent while activity remained fairly

high until 80 minutes after sunset. There are

two reasons for this; falling light levels made

it more difficult to see birds, but also, as light

levels decreased, Nightjars appeared to be

more likely to use flycatching as a feeding

method (when they spent a good deal of time

perched).

Activity

Birds first became active typically about 15

minutes after sunset (n=17, range 7-26 mins;

fig. 1) and tended to feed intensively for the

next hour or so. By 80 minutes after sunset,

at least 80% of birds were resting. When they

first became active, and light levels were still

reasonably high, they were likely to hawk

very low along tracks and within the canopy

of young conifers and scrub. It is during this

period that they were most easily seen. As

light levels dropped, they continued to hawk
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Nightjar activity from sunset to sunrise
i oo% -i
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sunset minutes after sunset II minutes before sunrise sunrise

Fig. I. The percentage of European Nightjars Caprimulgus europoeus recorded as active in relation

to sunset and sunrise, based on 29 bird-nights of radio-tracking between 18th June and 16th August

2009, and excluding out-of-range birds. Note that 300 mins represents the mid-point of the night

only on the longest night (i.e. 16th August).

but were more typically slightly above the

canopy or in open areas. At low light levels

and in poor weather they were more fre-

quently recorded flycatching than hawking.

Individual sorties were witnessed to an esti-

mated height of 50 m but were typically

below 20 m. Churring males were also seen

to flycatch from a perch. As light levels con-

tinued to fall, and spotting prey became very

difficult or impossible, birds tended to

become inactive and spend the time resting.

We were able to ground-truth the inter-

pretation of the radio-tracking results by

visual observations on 16 of the 29 bird-

nights; and confirm that active birds are

more likely to use flycatching as a feeding

technique as light levels fall, with the number

of birds hawking reaching a peak at 35

minutes after sunset and then decreasing

steadily to zero by 100 minutes after sunset.

Flycatching reaches a much lower peak at 30

minutes after sunset and then remains more

or less steady until 75 minutes after sunset

before declining rapidly at 80 minutes. At

45-75 minutes after sunset Nightjars are

almost equally likely to be flycatching as to be

flying continuously.

Before dawn, the pattern observed is very

similar to that at dusk, in reverse. Flycatching

was recorded fairly consistently at around

85-25 minutes before sunrise, while hawking

reached a much more obvious peak at about

40 minutes before sunrise (fig. 2). The mean

settling time for the day was 27.5 minutes

(n=24, range 6-40 mins) before sunrise com-

pared with 15.7 minutes mean first flight

Foraging methods of Nightjars after dusk and before dawn

hawking

flycatching

Fig. 2. The patterns of hawking and flycatching by European Nightjars Caprimulgus europaeus in

relation to sunset and sunrise, based on 16 bird nights between 18th June and 16th August 2009.

This figure is compiled solely from visual sightings.
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Table I. Summary of overall activity by radio-tagged European

Nightjars in the study area between 18th June and 16th August 2009.

Activity Time (minutes) Total % % excluding out of range

Stationary 7,702 58 80

Mobile 1,917 14 20

Out of range 3,666 28

Total 13,285

time after sunset.

During the ‘night

proper’ (taken as 90

minutes after sunset to

90 minutes before dawn)

most Nightjars were

inactive. Occasionally

birds would move perch,

apparently flycatch, or

fly off from the clearing altogether, but the

vast majority of detected birds were resting.

In total, Nightjars were active for just 20%
of the night (this being the time from first

flight to final settle at either end of the

night), although this figure excludes the 28%
of time when birds were temporarily out of

range of the receivers (table 1). We cannot be

certain of the activity of out-of-range birds

but, on those occasions when they were relo-

cated off-site, their behaviour was similar to

that in the study site, i.e. resting during the

main part of the night and active at dusk and

dawn. It seems unlikely that being out of

range meant they were more likely to behave

differently. In fact, the weather during the

fieldwork period was frequently cold, wet and

windy, and the most likely reason why birds

flew out of range was to find a more sheltered

roost site at lower altitude.

Habitat use

By recording the positions of birds within

coups of uniform habitat, it is possible to

make some analysis of habitat use. There

were a few situations where the position of

the bird was on a boundary between two

coups; in these cases, the time in that posi-

tion was divided 50:50 between the two

blocks. Birds out of range are not considered.

The percentage breakdown of available

habitat was 0-5 years - 30%; 6-10 years -

17%; 11-15 years - 17%; and >15 years -

36%. The details of time recorded for both

active and stationary use within the forest

coups are shown in table 2.

In total, radio-tagged Nightjars at the

study site spent over 70% of recording time in

the early stages of replanted clear-fell blocks

(0-5 years). This was also the most important

habitat type for feeding birds, with almost

48% of all feeding activity recorded in coups

of that age class, where we also found five of

the six nests that were located. Coups of this

age were still most important for Nightjars

when our data were corrected for the avail-

ability of the different age classes. However, in

terms of feeding activity, regrowth between

six and 15 years was also important, with

38.5% of activity (and more than 50% when

the figures were adjusted to take account of

habitat availability). Nightjars spent approxi-

mately 25% of their time outside the forest

and were found to range up to 4 km from

where they were tagged. Contact was often

lost if they flew beyond the range of the

receiver before they could be followed.

Evidently, early clear- fell - up to five years

Table 2. Use of forest by radio-tagged European Nightjars Caprimulgus europaeus in the study

area by age of plantation blocks. Data from the study area between 18th June and 16th August

2009. Note that corrected columns are adjusted to take account of habitat availability (see text).

Age

of

forestry

coup

Total

recording

time

(bird-

minutes)

%
total

use

%
total

use

(corrected)

Time
stationary

(bird-

minutes)

%
stationary

use

%
stationary

use

( corrected

)

Time

active

(bird-

minutes)

%
active

use

%
active

use

(corrected)

0-5 yrs 6,790 70.6 60.6 5,878 (86.6%) 76.3 67.1 912 (13.4%) 47.6 37.4

6-10 yrs 1,228 12.8 19.3 809 (65.9%) 10.5 16.3 419 (34.1%) 21.9 30.3

11-15 yrs 979 10.2 15.4 660 (67.4%) 8.6 13.3 319 (32.6%) 16.6 23.1

>15 yrs 622 6.5 4.6 355 (57.1%) 4.6 3.4 267 (42.9%) 13.9 9.1

9,619 100 100 100 100 100 100
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209 . European Nightjars Caprimulgus europaeus with young at a nest in

clear-fell forestry in Brechfa Forest, Carmarthenshire, July 2013.

old - was the favoured habitat for Nightjars

in our study area, while habitat use of blocks

more than 15 years old was limited.

Altitude of territory occupancy
During the study period, some nine terri-

tories were identified, which varied in alti-

tude from 280 to 560 m above sea level. In

the northern part of the study area four terri-

tories were found at 340-360 m and one at

280 m. In the southern part, two territories

were at 420 m and two at 440 m. One calling

male in the centre was at 560 m, although he

was later found nesting 3 km to the east at

440 m, adjacent to another territory at the

same altitude.

Discussion

The general pattern of activity levels

observed was predictable for a crepuscular

species, although the finding that the Night-

jars were almost as inactive during the hours

of darkness as they are in full daylight seems

intuitively surprising. Nightjars clearly have a

very narrow window of opportunity to feed

and conserving energy is important outside

this period both at night and during the day.

A similar pattern was found by Alexander &
Cresswell (1990), where most activity was

found in the first and last third of the night

and least activity in the middle third.

At lower light levels and in poor weather

Nightjars were more frequently found to be

flycatching, a method of feeding that has the

advantages of both

energy conservation

and lower collision

risk. Wynne-Edwards

(1930) recorded the

time of first call after

sunset and correlated

it with prevailing

weather; he found

that on dark, wet

nights birds started

calling earlier, perhaps

reflecting lower light

levels at sunset.

The difference in

mean settling times

27.5 minutes before

sunrise compared
with mean first flight

time of 15.7 minutes after sunset probably

reflects the fact that some birds may have sat-

isfied their food requirement well before

sunrise whereas all birds will be hungry at

dusk. However, the availability of large insect

prey may be greater in the evening, when
temperatures are usually higher than at

dawn. In a study of two species of tropical

nightjar, Jetz et al. (2003) found that biomass

of potential prey was highest at dusk and sig-

nificantly lower at dawn and during the

night. That study also found that nightjars

show the most intense foraging behaviour at

dusk, less intense foraging at dawn and the

least at night, as predicted by both prey

abundance and conditions for visual prey

detection.

Our results clearly show that European

Nightjars prefer younger plantation forestry

areas, with tagged birds spending over 70%
of their time in coups 0-5 years old (and over

60% when corrected for habitat availability).

Looking purely at the time when birds were

active, the 0-5-years habitat category is still

the most important but our results show that

stands up to 15 years old are still important

for feeding birds (table 2). Nightjars were

recorded flying directly to their nests to feed

chicks after having been active in regrowth

5-15 years old. When coups are in the early

stages of regrowth, before the canopy closes,

they frequently contain many native plant

species including bramble Rubus fruticosus

agg., Rosebay Willowherb Chamerion
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angustifolium and a variety of grasses and

shrubs, especially willows Salix. It appeared

from casual observation that Nightjars com-

monly used such areas of restock conifer with

an abundance of native species for feeding.

The results of this study echo work in

Belgium, where Nightjars showed a prefer-

ence for clear-felled areas, young stands and

permanent open areas (Verstraeten et al.

2011). Birds also used open stands with wide

forest tracks, while the forest type did not

appear significant. This also appeared to be

true in our study, where age of stand was

more important than tree species, although

the variety of species present was limited and

the majority of the young coups contained

Sitka Spruce. A study in Thetford Forest

(Sharps 2013) also found that pre-thicket

forestry was favoured, with plantation that

was 0-4 years old being the most used. Both

Verstraeten et al. and Sharps, as well as this

study, found that Nightjars frequently fed

close to and within the breeding habitat, in

contrast to Alexander & Cresswell (1990),

who found that birds fed away from heath-

land breeding areas in habitats including

deciduous and mixed woodlands along with

gardens and orchards. This may reflect the

higher food availability within forestry areas.

The distribution of territory altitude in

our study did not reflect the available habitat.

At the time of the study there was a large area

of potentially suitable habitat within the

centre of the plateau at around 500 m and

more above sea level. However, this held only

one calling male in the centre and two terri-

tories at the eastern edge. It became obvious

on several survey nights that this central area

was often misty and more exposed to wind

than the more favoured areas at lower levels.

Our study also showed that traditional

surveys based on calling birds may not give

an accurate picture of total numbers. Where

there were ‘hotspots’ of several pairs it was

found that birds rarely all called together,

even when prompted by sound recordings.

Silent birds were often detected close to

calling birds. In addition, males were found

to call briefly at dusk but could then move off

and so may be missed by a survey based

simply on calling birds. Incubating males

appeared not to call and unpaired males were

found to call the most, indicating that survey

results based on the number of calling males

may not reliably equate to breeding pairs. A
similar situation was found in Thetford

Forest, where unpaired males were found

calling and appearing to hold territories

(Sharps 2013). We also found a high degree

of territory overlap, which emphasises that

care must be taken in equating calling males

with breeding pairs.
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Assessing and recording Subalpine Warblers

Abstract Taxonomic change has a long history of ‘wrong-footing’ bird recording.

This is particularly true in the case of the Subalpine Warbler Sylvia cantillans, now

revealed to comprise not one but three species. This short paper attempts to

disentangle the somewhat complex issues involved, with a view to updating BBRC’s

position on these ‘new’ taxa. It reviews the traditional taxonomy and previous

assessment/recording history, summarises the newly emerged taxonomic

framework and its associated identification criteria, examines the implications for

future assessment/recording, and outlines a new approach to recording that will

take effect from I st January 20 1 5.

Historical context

The Subalpine Warbler Sylvia cantillans has

traditionally been considered a single species.

Many texts, such as BWP and Svensson

(1992), recognise three subspecies: cantillans

(breeding in Iberia, southern France and

Italy), inornata (northwest Africa) and albis-

triata (Greece, western Turkey and the

Balkans). More recent authors (e.g. Shirihai

et al. 2001) described a distinctive fourth

subspecies - moltonii - from Mallorca,

Corsica and Sardinia, though the existence of

this form had been recognised as early as

1937 (Orlando 1937). More recently, it has

been shown that moltonii is the form which

occurs in northern mainland Italy (Festari

et al. 2002).

For most of the BBRC era, little attempt

has been made to assign records to the dif-

ferent subspecies, although six albistriata

were designated for 1993 (Rogers et al. 1994).

Not until the BBRC report for 2000 (Rogers

et al. 2001) was the issue of racial identifica-

tion revisited, and records of albistriata were

published from 2002 onwards. All other birds

were treated (by default, albeit implicitly)

either as cantillans or as unidentified to form.

Further comments were made about racial

attribution in the 2003 report (Rogers et al.

2004), where the possible occurrence in

Britain of moltonii was mentioned for

the first time.

Owing to its increasingly regular occur-

rence (540 records published by the end of

2005), Subalpine Warbler was ‘dropped’ by

BBRC at the end of that year, though records

of forms other than cantillans were still

sought (Kehoe 2006). Records of cantillans
,

together with any racially unattributed Sub-

alpine Warblers, have subsequently been

dealt with by county/local records commit-

tees. A total of 43 records of albistriata have

now been published by BBRC (though some

have been described as ‘probable’ or ‘showing

characters of’ that form). A moltonii on St

Kilda (Outer Hebrides) in 1894 has been

recognised as the first record of that form for

Britain (Svensson 2013) with, at the time of

writing (May 2014), two further claims, both

from Shetland in spring 2009, in circulation.

A new taxonomy
Brambilla et al. (2008) demonstrated the

morphological, vocal and genetic distinctness

of moltonii
,
and proposed full species status

for this form; they also confirmed significant

genetic differences between eastern and

western birds, therefore identifying three dis-

tinct lineages within the Subalpine Warbler

complex. They also revealed that the birds in

central and southern Italy and Sicily (here

termed ‘southern cantillans ) were genetically
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closest not to ‘western cantillans and inor-

nata but to albistriata. They stopped short of

proposing a full split of eastern and western

birds, pending further research, but recog-

nised the logic of such an arrangement and

noted that such a split ‘could be expected’.

Svensson (2013) endorsed these findings

and provided additional morphological data

to support the tentative split. In particular,

birds from central and southern Italy and

Sicily (here called ‘eastern cantillans’) were

shown to be linked morphologically and

vocally as well as genetically with albistriata ,

sharing in particular a distinctive and diag-

nostic tail-feather pattern with that form,

which distinguishes them from all other Sub-

alpine Warblers.

Svensson (2013) proposed a formal split

into three species (two polytypic and one

monotypic). This required a new nomencla-

ture: cantillans becoming the nominate form

of ‘Eastern Subalpine Warbler’; and inornata

becoming the nominate form of ‘Western

Subalpine Warbler’, thereby necessitating a

new label - iberiae- for Iberian and southern

French birds. Baccetti et al. (2007) had

already argued that subalpina had priority

over moltonii as the (then) subspecific name

of ‘Moltoni’s Warbler’. The full new arrange-

ment is as follows (and see the map on p. 657

of Svensson 2013):

Western Subalpine Warbler Sylvia inornata

S. i. inornata (northwest Africa)

S. i. iberiae (Iberia, southern France and

the northwest corner of Italy)

Eastern Subalpine Warbler Sylvia cantillans

S. c. cantillans (central and southern Italy

and Sicily)

S. c. albistriata (Greece, western Turkey

and the Balkans and the northeast corner

of Italy)

Moltoni’s [Subalpine] Warbler Sylvia subalpina

(Mallorca, Corsica, Sardinia and northern

Italy). Monotypic.

This revised taxonomy is under considera-

tion by BOURC but has not yet been

adopted.

Identification

Alongside the proposed new taxonomy, a

new set of identification criteria has been

developed. Observers of Subalpine Warblers

should pay particular attention to the

following features.

Western Subalpine Warbler Spring males are

extensively brown-orange on the underparts

(slightly more orange in inornata ), including

on the flanks, but paler on the central belly,

vent and undertail-coverts. The white malar

stripe is generally narrow. The upperparts are

smoky grey and the closed wing is often

washed bright brown. All post-juvenile birds

have a small, square white tip to the second-

outermost tail feather (T5). Call is a single

‘tek’, similar to that of Fesser Whitethroat

Sylvia curruca
,
sometimes repeated.

Eastern Subalpine Warbler Spring males are

brick-red ( albistriata

)

or orange-red ( cantil-

lans ) on the throat and upper breast, which

forms a clear contrast with the rest of the

underparts (note that the differences between

the two subspecies are subtle at best). Some

have the flanks almost unwashed with colour

but others have a pale wash, paler than the

throat and upper breast. The white malar

stripe is generally broad. The upperparts

have a blue-grey hue, being darkest on the

lores. The closed wing is washed pale brown

or grey. All post-juvenile birds have a (vari-

able) pointed white ‘wedge’ in the tip of the

inner web of the second-outermost tail

feather (T5). The call is a single ‘chep’ or a

double ‘che’rep’, close to Western Subalpine

but slightly softer and more rolling.

Moltoni’s Warbler Spring males show under-

parts which are extensively pale brownish-

pink or salmon-pink, paler than than those

of the other taxa. The white malar stripe is

moderately prominent but lacks contrast

with the (relatively pale) underparts. The

upperparts are a soft blue-grey, as Eastern

Subalpine Warbler, but lacking darker lores.

The closed wing is often washed bright

brown. All post-juvenile birds have a small,

square white tip to the second-outermost tail

feather (T5) - as Western Subalpine Warbler.

The call is very different from that of the

other taxa, being a soft, rolling Wren-like

‘trrrrr’. First-year moltonii has a complete

pre-breeding moult, whereas that of the

other forms is more restricted, which means

that in spring its wings are distinctly fresher

and less worn.
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210 & 21 I. Male Subalpine Warblers Sylvia cantillans, Fair Isle (top) and Out Skerries, Shetland

(lower), May 20 1 4. The Fair Isle bird is a Western Subalpine, the underparts being extensively

(brownish-) orange, with little contrast between the throat/upper breast and the flanks. This bird

was trapped and the tail pattern is shown in the bottom right corner; the white tips toT4 andT5
are largely worn away on these juvenile feathers, so this is not especially helpful in an ID sense

on this bird. The lower bird is an Eastern Subalpine. Compared with the Western, it has a more
obviously brick-red throat and upper breast ‘bib’, showing much more contrast with the whitish

lower breast and flanks, which are just faintly washed paler pink. Note also the thicker white

moustachial stripe and the darker lores, compared with the Western. The tail pattern, captured in

a separate photograph (bottom left corner), shows a sharply pointed extension of white on the

inner web of T5, running along the feather shaft, which fits the pattern described for this taxon.

Note that these birds have not yet been assessed formally by BBRC.
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Implications for assessment and
recording

The new taxonomy and associated identifica-

tion criteria require a reappraisal of how
BBRC deals with all the Subalpine Warblers.

The three key questions are:

1 . Which of the three taxa meet the criteria

for a BBRC rarity?

2. What type and quality of evidence is nec-

essary to substantiate an identification?

3. How do we deal with historical records?

Status

Moltoni’s Warbler is clearly rare (though

doubtless under-recorded in the past).

Assessing the relative status of Eastern and

Western Subalpine Warblers (as now defined)

is difficult, however. Even though some records

of Eastern Subalpine Warbler (as previously

defined) have been published, their number is

likely to have been underestimated. This results

from a combination of factors, including: a

former lack of interest in subspecies; a lack of

knowledge of their identification criteria; a

reluctance to claim or publish definitive identi-

fications owing to assumed overlaps’ in char-

acters; and a lingering perception that eastern

birds ‘should be rarer’ than western ones. In

addition, the former treatment of central and

southern Italian and Sicilian birds as ‘western’

has further distorted the picture. In future, of

course, the new treatment of these birds will

increase the proportion of birds referrable to

Eastern Subalpine Warbler while simultan-

eously depressing the number of those

referrable to Western Subalpine Warbler.

At the same time, the true status of

Western Subalpine Warbler is clouded by the

lack of definitive attributions, but also by the

(possibly false) assumption that most birds

(including those unidentified to form)

‘should be’ Western. Brambilla et al. (2012)

have shown broad-front migration by most

forms (including moltonii ), with albistriata

occurring in the central and western Mediter-

ranean as well as in the east. These findings

challenge previous assumptions about which

forms are most likely to occur in Britain.

Given the above, an accurate picture of

each taxon’s relative status in the historical

record is likely to prove elusive. It is probable,

however, that the proportion of Eastern and

Western birds is more evenly balanced than

previously thought and that all three of the

proposed new species (or at least those which

can be attributed) meet the criteria for assess-

ment as BBRC rarities (ten or fewer per year

in a significant majority of years in a decade).

In summary, our knowledge of the British

status of each of the proposed new species is

incomplete. However, we now have a real

opportunity to learn more about the identity

and origins of Subalpine Warblers in Britain.

This will be achieved most easily by col-

lecting and assessing all records until such

time as a clearer picture of the status of each

taxon emerges.

Evidence

With renewed interest from birdwatchers fol-

lowing the proposed split, today’s ready avail-

ability of photographs and the increasing use

of sound recordings and DNA analysis, we are

now better equipped to place the recording of

Subalpine Warblers on a more secure footing.

Spring males represent the best opportu-

nity for assigning individuals to taxon,

though the differences are subtle and may be

apparent only with good views in a variety of

lighting conditions. The best submissions

will include detailed notes on the precise

plumage hues, in particular those of the

underparts, and will ideally be supported by

photographs. BBRC is well aware of the diffi-

culties in correctly assessing subtle hues in

photographs so notes which comment on the

degree to which any photographs correctly

capture these hues will be important.

Call transcriptions/sound recordings will

also be very useful and additional sources of

data (biometrics, the state of moult stage,

details of the tail pattern and DNA analysis)

will clearly be important too. DNA analysis

may also help to distinguish the ‘new’ sub-

species (i.e. inornatavs. iberiae and cantillans

vs. albistriata). With spring females and all

birds in autumn, the sources listed in this

paragraph may provide the only potential

evidence and it is, of course, inevitable that

some birds will remain unattributable.

Historical records

A review of the BBRC archive has been under

way for some time in order to quantify more

precisely the number of historical records

(up to the end of 2005) which could be
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attributed definitively to Eastern Subalpine

Warbler (as previously defined). Any conclu-

sions arising from this review will be pub-

lished in due course.

The new taxonomic framework now pro-

vides further review options. Given the new

taxonomic position of central and southern

Italian and Sicilian birds, there is (in theory

at least) the possibility of identifying addi-

tional records attributable to Eastern Sub-

alpine Warbler (as now defined). The greater

opportunity, however, is to identify positively

any Western Subalpine Warblers from among

the body of records attributed by default to

‘ cantillans or unidentified’, either by BBRC
(up to the end of 2005) or by county/local

records committees (from 2006 onwards).

It is impractical to undertake a whole new

review of BBRC and county files or to

expand the remit of the current BBRC
review. It is possible, however, that a call for

records may elicit some new candidates for

attribution, though these are likely to be suc-

cessful only where the type and quality of

evidence matches that described above.

Conclusions
• Submissions to BBRC of all three

proposed new species are sought with

effect from 1st January 2015.

• Submissions to BBRC of unattributed

Subalpine Warblers (i.e. those not identified

to any of the three proposed species) are

also sought with effect from 1st January

2015 and will be published separately.

• For records to the end of 2014,

submissions to BBRC are sought for any

Subalpine Warbler which has not

previously been assigned to one of the

three proposed species but where

sufficient evidence exists for attribution

against the new taxonomic framework.
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Obituary

David Edward Glue (1947-2014)

David Glue was born on 7th April 1947 at

Testwood in Hampshire, and the New Forest

was his lifeblood until his death on 1 1th

March 2014. As a lad there, he developed a

hands-on familiarity with many aspects of

natural history. In an autobiographical poem
written shortly before his death, David indi-

cates this enthusiasm: ‘A star-eyed youngster,

the wonders of Your creation to explore’.

And, in another telling line: ‘Gifted fleet of

foot, to outwit Gamekeeper Jack and Farmer

Moore’ - which makes clear that his youthful

roaming across the New Forest knew no

statutory bounds. It was there he developed

the love for birds of prey and owls, and also

precociously of census techniques, that

remained throughout his life and career.

As a schoolboy at Totton Grammar, that

fleetness did him well as a school cross-

country champion, and in junior football

playing for Southampton alongside future

England stars Mick Channon and Martin

Chivers. University life at Royal Holloway

College (in the first year that men were

admitted) suited David well, with expeditions

across Europe and to Iceland, where he

reached the ice-cap summit and ate Puffin

steaks (legal there) at a remote lighthouse,

while maintaining his broad sports prowess

at University level.

In 1968, David secured his first, and in his

terms, dream job with the British Trust for

Ornithology. At the BTO, then based at Beech

Grove in Tring, Hertfordshire, he joined the

Populations and Surveys Department under

the late, great Ken Williamson. His youthful

enthusiasms for censuses and surveys around

Southampton Water and the New Forest

gravel-pits and churchyards stood him in

good stead and a steady stream of papers fol-

lowed.

The routine of analysing Common Birds

Census returns allowed, with David’s energy,

a diversification of interests into such things

as sewage-farms and nest records, and he

uprated the old-established Nest Record

Scheme to set it on a secure foundation for

its future usefulness. His Southampton Water

studies in turn were the foundation for the

nationwide Birds of Estuaries Enquiry,

largely his brainchild. An interest in garden

birds fostered by his early mentor Edwin

Cohen led to the development of garden bird

feeding strategies and the Garden Bird

Feeding Survey, which was greeted with great

enthusiasm by large numbers of BTO
members. This interest remained until his

death, and he developed an encyclopaedic

knowledge of both natural and artificial bird

foods and more than anyone was responsible

for identifying the range of innovative blends

of wild bird foods now available.

At this time the BTO was an expanding

hive of activity, not least because of the new

blood and enthusiasm of staff like David.

David was an excellent and popular lecturer,

focusing on BTO projects and encouraging

active participation in field ornithology

wherever he went. This even included, while

prison visiting, guiding a young lifer through

the intricacies of owl-pellet analysis, leading

to a paper in Bird Study (and to a less-than-

popular outbreak of moths in the prison).

For some years he edited the Trust’s first

newsletter, BTO News, and, expanding on his

enthusiasm for garden birds, co-authored the

second edition BTO Field Guide, Nestboxes.

Perhaps the first great ‘citizen science’

project was the Atlas ofBreeding Birds (1976),

in which over five years (1968-72) all the 10-

km squares of the National Grid for Britain

and Ireland were visited and surveyed by

BTO members. David was part of the team

trialling the fieldwork, and ultimately one of

the species account authors. Though now
dwarfed by its successors, this was a massive

step forward in collaborative ornithology and

yet another area in which David inspired and

excelled.

In December 1971 came a massive shock

to his family, colleagues and friends. Driving

home after dark, David rounded a corner and

ran headlong into an unlit sand lorry backing

across the road. His car crumpled effectively,

and his superficial injuries were limited to a

cut knee. Much more serious was a whiplash
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injury that meant David could not move or

feel his legs or arms. Mercifully, first on the

scene was a fireman familiar with such

injuries, who kept well-meaning helpers off

until appropriate equipment and an ambu-

lance arrived and David was taken to nearby

Stoke Mandeville Hospital, world-renowned

for the treatment and rehabilitation of spinal

injury patients.

There he spent the next eight months, the

first three under traction, the remainder

under intense physiotherapy, augmenting

such fragments of muscle power as remained

in his shoulders and arms, while familiarising

himself with life in a wheelchair and a near-

total dependence on others. Being David, one

of the first things he learnt to manage,

despite his disabilities, was his binoculars,

and soon he was as swift as anyone locating a

bird. Very few people indeed could have

coped with such a radical and sudden change

in way of life, general philosophy and

approach to ornithology as did David, even

noting while under traction the behaviour

patterns of house-flies on the ward ceiling

and wryly commentating on the annoying

individual that enjoyed a new-found immu-

nity to perch on his nose.

Once out of hospital, David adapted

212 . David Glue in May 1981.

readily to a return to work. The BTO rose

superbly to the challenge, adapting a room

and providing a range of ingenious aids to

assist, some funded by a collection across the

BTO membership. With much help from col-

leagues and friends, a new normality was

established, fieldwork continued, and his life-

list expansion resumed. First was an (easy)

Wilson’s Phalarope Phalaropus tricolor at

Bedford sewage-farm, followed a couple of

years later by an Alpine Accentor Prunella

collaris at Dungeness, reaching which across

the shingle expanse nearly killed his support

team.

Before and after his accident, David was in

his element at the BTO, enthusing, inspiring,

teaching - much was achieved through his

determination and engagement across dif-

ferent generations. In many ways he

embodied the ethos of the BTO, which the

BTO Council recognised by the award in 2003

of its highest honour, the Tucker Medal, only

the second awarded to a staff member, the late

Chris Mead being the first. When in 1991 the

BTO moved to much larger premises in Thet-

ford, David remained in Tring with an office

created for him in Tring Museum, working as

usual nearly every day, networking as

diversely as ever. In 2008 the BTO marked his

astonishing survival to 40 years of service

(well in excess of twice the likely lifespan sug-

gested when he left Stoke Mandeville) by pre-

senting him with a Robert Gillmor painting

of a Barn Owl - how appropriate.

David remained a self-confessed and

determined Luddite to the end, rejecting

computers and social media and relying on

typewritten letters and the telephone to

maintain contact with a huge range of

friends, BTO members and colleagues, many

of whom will treasure not just his laboriously

executed signature but particularly the gawky

Barn Owl sketch that accompanied it. At his

request this, his logo, will feature on his

headstone. A truly remarkable man with an

equally remarkable life, David will be greatly

missed in ornithology and by all those whose

lives he touched and inspired. He is survived

by his two daughters, Samantha and

Amanda, and five grandchildren.

Jim Flegg
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Three-egg clutches in Red-throated Divers

Red-throated Divers Gavia stellata generally

lay clutches of one or two eggs but larger

clutches have also been reported (Palmer

1962; BWP). In summer 2013, three clutches

of three eggs were discovered in different

parts of Iceland. The details are summarised

below.

1. Pingvellir National Park, southwest

Iceland. Three eggs were discovered in the

nest on 11th June. On 13th July, one adult

was present with three chicks, which were

about 15 days old. All chicks were of similar

size, and seemed well fed. Three chicks were

also seen on 31st July, 4th August and 10th

August, at c. 43 days old (plate 213), when all

three were of similar size and completely

without down. By 17th August just two

young remained and the pool was deserted

on 21st August.

2. Sandur, Adaldalur, S-Ting., northern

Iceland. A three-egg clutch was found at this

site on 17th June (plate 214), when the eggs

were at incubation stage 2 (half incubated).

During five years of fieldwork, this was the

first time that Red-throated Divers had used

this site. The site was revisited on 9th July,

when broken eggshells from at least one egg

were present and examination of the shell

membrane revealed that the egg had not

hatched (there were no visible blood vessels).

No adults or young were present on the canal

or the nearby Skjalfandafljot river and it is

assumed the attempt was unsuccessful.

3.

Akrar (Nylenduvatn), Myrar, Myr., western

Iceland. A three-egg clutch was found on

30th June. One of the three eggs broke when

the incubating bird left the nest. The incuba-

tion stage on 30th was 0 (fresh) and the nest

had failed by 1st August.

Only one previous record of a three-egg

clutch in Iceland is known to us, at Arnanes,

Nes, A-Skaft., southeast Iceland, on 6th July

1957 (incubation stage 2 - heavily incu-

bated). During a long-term study of Red-

throated Divers in Orkney (carried out over

more than 30 years, during which time over

1,500 nests have been examined), a three-egg

clutch has been recorded only once, on Hoy

on 16th July 1992. On this date, two chicks

were recorded, approx, one and three days

old, while at the same time a chipping egg

was in the nest with the remains of the previ-

ously hatched eggs. On 19th July all three

chicks were on the water with their parents.

On 31st July one chick had disappeared but

the surviving chicks were trapped and found

to be of normal size in terms of weight and

wing length. Three-egg clutches have never

213. Three Red-throated Diver Gavia stellata chicks (c. 43 days old) with one parent,

bingvellir National Park, southwest Iceland, 1 0th August 2013.
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214. A clutch of three Red-throated Diver Cavia stellata eggs at Sandur,

Adaldalur, S-bing., northern Iceland, 1 7th June 20 1 3. One of the eggs is

wet having been float-tested in fresh water for incubation stage.

been recorded in an ongoing, 36-year study

of this species in Shetland (J. D. Okill pers.

comm.), although Bundy (1978) reported

three instances of three-egg clutches in

Shetland in the 1970s, prior to the current

study (see below).

In many species of waterfowl, unusually

large clutches may arise from brood para-

sitism. Bundy (1978) observed three Red-

throated Divers in presumed polygamous

relationships on three occasions in Shetland,

and suggested that the three-egg clutches he

observed were produced by two females. That

does not appear to have been the case in the

examples described in this note. In no cases

were adult trios ever observed. The Orkney

pair and two of the three Icelandic pairs in

2013 nested singly on their respective ponds.

The Orkney pair nested 1 km away from the

nearest breeding pair of divers, the Sandur

pair nested 300 m from the nearest pair, and

the Tingvellir pair was 350 m from a terri-

torial pair that didn’t breed in 2013. Lake

Nylenduvatn held 17 pairs in 2013, some of

which did not breed; the nearest two diver

nests were 5 m and

20 m on either side

of the three-egg

nest but they were

much further

advanced in incu-

bation than the

three-egg clutch.

The Sandur clutch

was examined care-

fully, and all the

eggs were of similar

size, shape and col-

oration, suggesting

that the same bird

had laid all three

eggs. In all the cases

described, it seems

more plausible that

the same female

laid all three eggs,

rather than a

second female being involved.

Red-throated Divers are clearly able to

incubate three eggs to hatching and they may
also raise ‘supernormal’ broods in some cir-

cumstances. Perhaps such broods are suc-

cessful only during exceptionally good

feeding conditions. Under more normal con-

ditions, the feeding efficiency of the parents

may be a major constraint in fledging broods

of more than two young. Red-throated

Divers carry only one prey item at a time,

and close proximity to good feeding areas

and/or superabundant food availability is

probably a prerequisite for this species to

raise a brood of three to fledging.
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Notes

Red-throated Divers adopt young from adjacent territories

In summer 2012 over 70 potential breeding

sites of Red-throated Divers Gavia stellata

were monitored on the east side of Oxar-

fjordur Bay, in northeast Iceland. The study

area extends 35 km along the coast and about

3 km inland, and covers an area of around

100 km2
. In 2012, 61 territories were held by

Red-throated Divers, on 37 lakes and ponds.

Breeding was attempted by 55 pairs, of which

46 pairs successfully raised 71 young:

breeding success was therefore exceptionally

good, 1.3 fledged young/breeding pair (cf.

Gomersall 1986).

At three sites in 2012, chicks left their bio-

logical parents and were adopted by neigh-

bouring pairs, which fed the foster chicks

until fledging. In all three cases, the foster

parents had one or two chicks of their own.

At Kriutjarnir, a series of six ponds were

shared by nine breeding pairs. Two pairs

occupied one pond of c. 0.6 ha. On 29th

June, one pair had two two-day-old young

while the other pair also had two chicks,

hatched on 29th, one on the water and

another still in the nest. On 12th July, one of

the pairs had three chicks but the other only

one. There were no corresponding changes in

any of the other seven Kriutjarnir pairs. The

adopted chick was about two days older than

the offspring of the foster pair, but the same

size as its sibling, which remained with its

biological parents. This family structure

remained unchanged for about a month and

all four chicks on the pond fledged success-

fully.

The Brekkutjorn lake is about 10 ha in size

and held nine territorial pairs, eight of which

bred and seven raised a total of ten young in

2012. The territorial structure observed early

in the breeding season was maintained

throughout the summer, although chicks

hatched at different times. Twelve visits were

made between 19th May and 23rd August, by

which time all surviving chicks had left. On
22nd July, pair no. 5 had two chicks and pair

no. 2 had one chick. On 31st July, a month-

old chick from territory 5 had left its parents

and sibling to join pair no. 2 and its single

chick. The adopted chick was about two days

younger than its foster sibling. The same

family structure was seen on 2nd August,

each pair keeping to their respective terri-

tories. The foster chick stayed at least three

days with its foster parents, possibly up to a

week. By 8th August all three chicks had left

but five adults were present on the lake. The

territorial structure had obviously broken

down as the adults were mingling and not in

pairs on previous territories.

The two ponds at Kollstjarnir are c. 45 m
apart, the north pond about 2 ha, the south

one only 0.4 ha. One pair bred on each pool

in 2012, both laying two eggs. On 20th May,

four adults were present on the north pond,

none on the south. On 9th June, one bird was

incubating on the north pond and one on the

south; both pairs had two eggs in the nest on

17th June. By 12th July the pair on the south

pond had two chicks, and the pair on the

north pond had one chick. On 24th July

there were no birds on the south pond, but

the pair on the north pond had three young.

Although all three chicks were similar in

plumage development, one chick was decid-

edly smaller but it is not known whether this

was a natal or a foster chick. A pair without

young, presumably that from the south pond,

was present at the opposite end of the north

pond from the territorial pair. The former

pair tried to invade the other’s territory but

was successfully held back by typical terri-

torial displays. On 3rd August two chicks of

similar size and plumage development, close

to fledging, remained on the north pond. The

fate of the third young is unknown but it

probably died.

Fostering of Red-throated Diver chicks

had been observed in this study area a few

years earlier. A pair with two young at

Brekkutjorn adopted its neighbours’ two

chicks and successfully raised all four. The

chicks of the two pairs differed in age by at

least a week. All four chicks kept together on

territory, as siblings normally do until

fledging. The pair that lost its young tried to

connect with its chicks after adoption but

without success. Subsequently, the biological

parents left their territory before their chicks

fledged on the neighbouring territory. In

1979, Dymond (1982) recorded one incident

of fostering in Red-throated Divers in Shet-

land. This is the only other recorded example
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of fostering that we are aware of in this

species.

The reasons for adopting chicks in Red-

throated Divers is unknown. Nothing in our

observations suggests undue aggression by

foster parents towards neighbouring birds

nor have adults shown any signs of evicting

strange young. The foster parents readily fed

their adopted chicks and continued to show

territorial behaviour against other adults.

Red-throated Divers fight for their territories

in spring, but usually the rest of the summer

is spent within settled territorial borders.

Chicks with foster parents do not appear to

have stayed longer in 2012 than those in

normal one- or two-chick broods. This indi-

cates that the foster parents readily compen-

sated for increased food requirements by

increasing their feeding rate (the birds in this

study area feed at sea), at whatever cost to the

adults’ future survival.

It seems that fostering can take place at

any stage of the chick’s development. It might

be intuitive to expect that older young are

more likely to change territory as their inde-

pendence approaches but this did not appear

to hold true. At Kriutjarnir, the adopted chick

stayed with foster parents for over a month,

while the Brekkutjorn chick stayed for up to

about a week before fledging. The Kollst-

jarnir foster chicks stayed with their foster

parents for an estimated two weeks. These

chicks had to crawl some 45 m over dry land

to reach their foster parents’ pond. In the

other cases the chicks needed to swim only a

short distance to the foster parents from an

adjacent territory. In all known cases the

adults that lost their chicks were recorded

alive throughout the summer, in other words

the death of a parent is not the reason for

adoption.

It is not known whether adoption is initi-

ated by the adults or by the chicks. The chicks

can be expected to be more proactive given

the strong territorial behaviour in the adults.

This is perhaps also more plausible consid-

ering the case when chicks had to crawl from

one pond to another to reach foster parents.

Adults may still indirectly encourage adop-

tion. Foster parents may be more efficient

feeders than pairs that loose their chicks. Dif-

ferences in feeding efficiency could be pos-

sible triggers for neighbouring chicks to leave

their natal territory, for example if insuffi-

cient food is delivered by the biological

parents.

In Iceland, fostering is known only in the

study described here, where the population is

increasing; this behaviour has not been

observed at another long-term study area in

western Iceland, where the population is

approximately stable.
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The North American Bird Guide (2nd edn)
By David Sibley

Bloomsbury, 2014

Pbk, 624pp; many colour illustrations and maps

ISBN 978-1-4729-0927-5 Subbuteo code M17193

£24.99 BB Bookshop price £22.50

It is almost 14 years

since the ‘Sibley Guide’

first appeared. It soon

became established as

the most detailed and

authoritative guide to North American birds,

becoming the best-selling guide to the region, and

has gone on to sell over 1.5 million copies. At the

time it was a breakthrough in field-guide produc-

tion and quality, presenting images with refreshing

clarity and providing greater detail than previously

seen, in particular in its depiction of subspecies

variation. Although it was rather too large and

cumbersome for use in the field, two manageable

offshoot field guides subsequently appeared cov-

ering North America to the east and west of the

Rockies. In this substantially revised second

edition, the author and artist, David Sibley, has

introduced numerous changes and improvements

that will address the concerns some critics raised

in earlier reviews.

At first glance these changes may not be partic-

ularly evident but, if you are familiar with the first

edition, they become apparent as you delve deeper

into this new guide. The plates are the crowning

glory and superior to those in any other guide for

the region. In this edition all the images seem

bigger and many are up to 20% larger than before,

providing greater detail and clarity, and rendering

this publication altogether more vibrant and

attractive. It still remains too large to use as a field

guide and this begs the question, why not make it

even larger, as Collins did with their superb Collins

Bird Guide? This revealed the true quality of the

artists’ work, which is lost when reproduced at a

small size, and the same would be true of Sibley’s.

In the original, many plates appeared too bright

and richly coloured; second time around these have

been toned down and colour reproduction is gen-

erally more accurate. In a few cases this has gone a

little too far; for example, the male Scarlet Tanager

Piranga olivacea on page 541 appears too dull. In

places, the white balance is slightly out, adding a

greenish hue to some illustrations, in particular

where yellows predominate, an example being the

Prothonotary Warbler Protonotaria citrea on page

471. And the yellow bill of the ‘Pacific’ White-

crowned Sparrow Zonotrichia leucophrys in the

original now appears dull and colourless. These are

minor irritations beyond the artist’s control, and

will hopefully be corrected by the publisher in any

future reprints. As well as being larger, this edition

features many more illustrations, plus an additional

113 species illustrated for the first time, bringing

the total to 923. Some of these are species splits

since the first edition, but most depict vagrants.

Other changes correct errors in the original plates,

an example being the primary positions and pro-

jections of the longspurs, now clarified by the

inclusion of line-drawings. Some illustrations have

been removed altogether, for example that of

Northwestern Crow Corvus caurinus , the reason

being that it is ‘essentially identical to American

Crow [C. brachyrhynchos]\

The excellent explanatory and introductory

pages are generally clear and concise. They include

a key to the maps, which have been updated

throughout, are larger than in the original book

and show deeper colours with improved contrast.

Additional text has been added alongside the maps

providing information on habitats, behaviour,

subspecific variation and vocalisations. Another

useful inclusion is the comparison of moult-cycle

terminology, with the ‘Humphrey-Parkes’

terminology (favoured in North America) losing

out here to the much clearer ‘calendar-year’

terminology preferred in Europe.

One change for the worse has been the switch

to a finer and paler font, which lacks contrast with

the page. Moreover, the font size used for distribu-

tion and subspecies discussions uses an even

smaller font. If you have young eyes, this may not

be a concern, but I suspect it will frustrate many

older readers.

A quirk of the earlier edition was the use of

descriptive terms such as ‘Arctic’, ‘Eastern’, ‘Pacific’

or ‘Central’ when applied to distinctive subspecies,

rather than their scientific names. This has been

SIBLEY
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perpetuated here, yet, since there is so much space

on each page, there would have been room for an

additional word here and there and this would

have benefited readers immensely. For example,

this guide cannot determine which race of Spruce

Grouse Falcipennis canadensis occurs in the Cana-

dian Rockies. Although Sibley tells me that this

grouse may represent two species, I have to look

elsewhere to find the answer. Yet for other species

the treatment is excellent. Fox Sparrow Passerella

iliaca and Dark-eyed Junco Junco hyemalis each

merit a two-page spread with detailed treatment of

the main subspecies groups (still lacking scientific

names), and an individual map for each of these

groups. I found very few proofing errors, the most

obvious being the missing gender symbols on the

back cover, while the illustrations of the adult

female breeding and adult male non-breeding

Magnolia Warbler Setophaga magnolia have had

their captions switched.

These small yet niggling errors apart, this is a

superb guide and one that anyone who plans to

birdwatch in North America will find invaluable.

For those new to Sibley, I would heartily recom-

mend it, since no other guide provides so much
detail, but perhaps hold off until you need to buy,

in the hope that the next print run corrects the

colour concerns. If you already own the first

edition, is this second edition worth buying? For

the extra illustrations, yes, as these provide a com-

plete illustrated guide to all of North America’s

birds. However, if your interest is primarily the

identification of vagrants, you will probably need

the recently published Rare Birds of North America

(Howell, Russell & Lewington 2014) as well, since

it depicts vagrants in much greater detail.

Peter Kennerley

Bird Conservation: global evidence for the
effects of interventions
David R. Williams, Robert G. Pople, David A. Showier, Lynn V.

Dicks, Matthew R Child, Erasmus K. FL }. zu Ermgassen and

William J. Sutherland

Pelagic Publishing, 2013

Hbk, 575pp; ISBN 978-1-907807-20-6 Subbuteo code M21366

£64.99 BB Bookshop price £58.49

Pbk, 575pp; ISBN 978-1-907807-19-0 Subbuteo code M21358

£34.99 BB Bookshop price £31.49

This solid tome is not an easy read, since it consists

of a series of critical reviews of over 3,000 conser-

vation efforts (which the authors call ‘interven-

tions’) directed towards birds. It is divided into a

series of chapters that cover major threats to birds

such as agriculture, pollution, invasive aliens,

human disturbance, etc. and lists research publica-

tions that assess the effects of attempts to mitigate

these. Where possible, the statistical significance of

each intervention is given. The layout is necessarily

fragmented, with a massive series of individual

topics described and assessed individually. Conse-

quently, it does not ‘flow’ easily - which is why it is

so hard to read.

It is a book to dip into when seeking informa-

tion on a particular conservation problem, and it

tells you what efforts have been made and (impor-

tantly) whether they have been successful or not.

That said, when I looked for a particular topic,

such as the effects of wardening on the breeding

success of Little Terns Sternula albifrons, I found

myself reading further on about the effects of cre-

ating footpaths to limit disturbance, the effective-

ness of entering into voluntary agreements with

locals and the value of providing shelters for the

chicks, before dipping into the index to see what

else has been done to help protect Little Terns.

It is a remarkable and important book that

reflects a massive investment of time and critical

effort. Although much of the content may not

relate to an individual conservation problem, the

detailed reporting of those studies that are relevant

far outweighs this redundancy. It should be on the

shelf of all those who are struggling to reverse a

declining population: they will keep referring to it

time and again. And, like me, in all likelihood they

will go wandering off through the pages following

threads that may not actually be relevant to the

problem at hand, but are fascinating and informa-

tive nonetheless.

David Parkin
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Breeding Birds of the Sheffield Area including
the North-east Peak District: a new atlas

2003-2008
Edited by David Wood and Richard Hill

Sheffield Bird Study Group, 2013

Hbk, 359pp; numerous colour photographs, maps and tables

ISBN 978-0-907575-38-2 Subbuteo code M24204
£26.00 BB Bookshop price £23.40

Sheffield lies on the

boundary of the Peak

District uplands and the agricultural English low-

lands. This book maps and describes the breeding

birds of a 1,200-km2 recording area and provides

an up-to-date analysis of the species encountered

during a tetrad-based atlas carried out in 2003-08

- a repeat of a previous tetrad atlas in 1975-80.

The time period covered thus pre-dates the

numerous local ‘repeat’ atlases currently being

published for 2008-11, the period of the latest

national atlas.

Written by a team of local ornithologists and

illustrated by local artists, the book gives an intro-

duction to the Sheffield area and its principal bird

communities, and summarises the impacts of

changes in land use, habitats and weather on birds.

A 265-page systematic account of all breeding

species recorded during 2003-08 makes compar-

ison with the earlier atlas. There is a summary of

the changing nature of Sheffield’s breeding birds

and a full checklist of the birds found in the

recording area of the Sheffield Bird Study Group.

An attractively produced book of around B5

size, it is easy and comfortable to read and browse,

while the liberal use of line-drawings by local

artists makes it attractive. The introductory

analysis of bird communities describes the five

main high-level groupings of breeding birds,

which have remained similar over the intervening

30 years despite the variation in species composi-

tion. Changes related to habitat are analysed thor-

oughly in a very interesting chapter on land use,

habitat and breeding birds. Many trends, in farm-

land, woodland and the uplands reflect the

national picture. For example, the range and diver-

sity of farmland birds has declined in both

lowland and upland - the massive contraction in

the distribution of Yellow Wagtails Motacilla flava

and Corn Buntings Emberiza calandra illustrates

this starkly. However, weather and climate change

also have been influential and these are examined

in a chapter that confirms earlier migrant arrival

dates and earlier onset of breeding.

Each species account (for all but the rarest

breeders) contains one map that summarises the

results of both earlier and recent atlases, showing

distribution, levels of breeding status (possible,

probable and confirmed) and gains and losses

using shades of grey, black and green. As with all

such ‘complex’ maps, care is needed to understand

them but I found that, once mastered, the system

was quickly able to convey the necessary informa-

tion easily.

The species information is already slightly out-

dated, since accounts are not updated beyond

2008. In general, only estimates of rough popula-

tions to an order of magnitude are provided, since

the atlas method did not attempt to count birds.

The group also chose not to repeat a full avifauna

so this atlas has a more limited scope than the

1985 publication, though it does contain a full

checklist.

A major feature of the book is the assessment

of change. The Sheffield Bird Study Group was

established in 1972 through the inspiration of the

late David Herringshaw and others, and quickly

moved to undertake the 1975-80 local tetrad-

based breeding distribution atlas - one of the ear-

liest in the UK. I was part of that team, and in

those early pre-computer days, even a 300-tetrad

project seemed almost impossibly daunting. This

repeat atlas is a very useful successor and makes

full use of the data available from the 1970s. Many

of the changes are very striking. The contrasting

fortunes of the increasing Eurasian Nuthatch Sitta

europaea and the greatly declining Willow Tit

Poecile montana are fascinating. The total number

of species breeding is now greater than it was in

1975-80 (134 and 114 respectively, with waterfowl

contributing half of the gains), but evidence sug-

gests that the total number of individual birds is

considerably lower than it was in the past, as are

the tetrad occupancy rates for many species. As

Tim Birkhead says in his foreword: ‘The Sheffield

area has gained a few rare species but lost rather

more common species’; something he describes as

a call for action, not complacency. However,

perhaps the potential impact of changing observer

effort could have been dealt with more

Breeding Birds of the

Sheffield Area
, Mtdintt the North east Peak District &
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quantitatively and a short summary table showing

the greatest increases and declines would have

been useful. These are minor points though.

The editors and the Sheffield Bird Study Group

are to be congratulated on a fine successor to the

earlier flagship project. This excellent book will be

ol wide interest, both to local birdwatchers and to

all interested in the wildlife of Sheffield - an often

underrated city surrounded by one of the most

diverse ranges of bird habitats in England.O O

Ian Francis

Peregrine Falcons of the World
By Clayton White, Tom Cade and James Enderson

Lynx Edicions, 2013

Hbk, 379pp; colour photographs and illustrations throughout

ISBN 978-84-96553-92-7 Subbuteo code M23763

£19.95 BB Bookshop price £18.00

While there is cer-

tainly no shortage of

books about the Pere-

grine Falcon Falco

peregrin us, the focus of

most of them is on Peregrines in Britain, Europe

or North America. This book aims to do some-

thing different by providing a comprehensive

global overview of this cosmopolitan species.

The detailed introduction sets the scene. A
summary of species concepts and their application

to the Peregrine is followed by in-depth discussion

of the substantial variation across the many dif-

ferent races of Peregrine around the world. Rela-

tionships between subspecies are dealt with and

much information is provided on the history of

discovery and naming of the various taxa. There is

a full discussion of the reasons why the authors

choose to treat the Barbary Falcon P. pelegriuoides

as a subspecies of Peregrine rather than as a sepa-

rate species. This introductory chapter is rather

heavy going in places, although this reflects the

level of detail provided and the complexity of the

subject matter rather than the quality of the

writing. Some welcome light relief is provided by a

fascinating final section on ‘distributional arte-

facts', including a number of places that the bird

has, surprisingly, not yet managed to colonise.

Why, for example, have Peregrines not become

established in Iceland, the Faeroe Islands or New-

foundland?

The bulk of the book comprises 18 chapters,

each dealing with one (or in a few cases two) sub-

species. As with the introduction, much of the

focus is on variations in plumage and morphology,

relationships between subspecies, and the history

of discovery and naming of each taxon. Fots of

detail is provided and, whilst this may be useful to

those with a particular interest in taxonomy and

systematics, more general readers may find them-

selves skipping through some sections rather than

taking in every word. Each chapter includes a

detailed overview of distribution and rather

briefer accounts of some key aspects of life history,

including migration, nesting and hunting behav-

iour. A short final section on 'conservation' gives

the most basic of summaries of the main threats

faced by each of the subspecies. Comparisons

between these chapters are interesting and there is

an obvious contrast between what is known about

the well-studied races in Europe and North

America and the lesser known forms. The Cape

Verde Peregrine F. p. inadens, one of the rarest of

the subspecies, requires a mere six pages to sum-

marise what little is known about it. In contrast,

the American Peregrine F. p. mint uni has 24 pages,

including a detailed account of the dramatic

human-induced decline and subsequent human-

assisted recovery of this population.

This book has been a long time in the making

and the three highly experienced authors have

done an excellent job in distilling a wide variety of

information sources into a valuable reference. It

serves as an excellent case study of variation and

diversity within a widespread species and will

appeal especially to raptor devotees with a partic-

ular interest in the Peregrine. For non-specialists,

primarily interested in the general ecology and

behaviour of the Peregrine, these aspects are

covered more comprehensively elsewhere, albeit

with a strong bias towards the better-known sub-

species. The book is nicely illustrated throughout

with a large number of high-quality colour photo-

graphs and some excellent original colour plates

by Andrew Ellis.

Inn Carter
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Recent reports
Compiled by Barry Nightingale and Harry Hnssey

This summary of unchecked reports covers the period from cnrly May to early June 2014.

Headlines In a dramatic period for rarities the species that really stood out were a Bermuda

Petrel in Irish waters, closely followed by Short-toed and Booted Eagles in southern England,

Slender-billed Gull and Spectacled Warbler in Norfolk and Calandra Lark and Hermit Thrush on

Fair Isle. More south European overshoots included several Black-winged Stilts, two pairs of

which have nested, a continued influx of European Bcc-catcrs and Black Kites, six or so Black

Storks, a European Roller and Baillon’s Crake in Kent, and then from a more easterly direction

two Collared Flycatchers, a remarkable I / Blyth’s Reed Warblers, including one in Greater

London, and up to nine Rustic Buntings. A Ross’s Gull in Devon was very unseasonal, although

not without precedent.

American Wigeon Anas americana A long-

stayer in Argyll, with others in Dumfries cS<

Galloway, Highland, Moray & Nairn, North

east Scotland and Outer Hebrides. Blue-

winged Teal Anas discors Beamish’s Pool,

Clonakilty (Co. Cork), 27th May. Lesser

Scaup Aythya affinis ITodsham Marsh

(Cheshire & Wirral), 26lh May to Slh June.

King Eider Somateria spcctabilis Long stayer

in North-east Scotland to ttlli June; another

Lothian, 29lh May to 8lh June. Surf Scoter

Melanitta pcrspicillata Records from Highland

and North-east Scotland (two).

White-billed Diver Gavia adamsii Records ol

singles from Highland and Moray & Nairn.

Bermuda Petrel Pterodroma cahow SIS km
WNW ofSlea I lead (Co. Kerry), 1 9th May.

Little Bittern Ixobrychus minutus I, lion Resr

(Greater Manchester), 25th 26th May. Night

Heron Nycticorax nycticorax Records from

Kent, Somerset and Yorkshire. Cattle Egret

Bubulcus ibis Long slayers in Bucking-

hamshire to 12th May, in Somerset to Mill

May and Go. Wexford (two) to Slh June; also

Dungeness (Kent), three, 2nd June; Steal I

(Somerset), 6th June. Purple Heron Ardea

purpurea Records from Cornwall, Norfolk,

Pembrokeshire, Scilly (one or two), Suffolk

and Yorkshire. Black Stork Ciconia nigra

Colwyn Bay area (Denbighshire), 20th May,

then probably same Greater Manchester,

Yorkshire then Lincolnshire, all 26th May;

others Sussex, 2 7 1 h May; Outer Hebrides,

3 I st May; Devon, 31st May; Warwickshire,

31st May; Norfolk 3rd 4th June, perhaps

same Suffolk, 5th June. Glossy Ibis Plegadis

falcinellus records ol mostly singles horn Co.

Antrim, ( larmai thenshire, ( !o. ( )ork, I )orsel,

Co. Down, l air Isle (first record), forth,

Hampshire, Kent, Lancashire N Mersey

side, Leicestershire & Rutland, Co. Limerick,

215 . Short-toed Eagle Circaetus gallicus,

Mordcn Bog, Dorset, June 2014.
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Lincolnshire, Co. Louth, Norfolk, Notting-

hamshire, Orkney, Oxfordshire, Pem-
brokeshire, Perth & Kinross, Shetland, Co.

Wexford and Yorkshire

Black Kite Milvus migrans Widespread influx,

with records from Borders, Cornwall (at least

four), Devon, Hampshire, Kent, Norfolk,

Northumberland, Pembrokeshire, Scilly,

Surrey and Sussex. Short-toed Eagle Circaetus

gallicus Morden Bog (Dorset), 31st May to 1st

June, same Bishop’s Dyke (Hampshire), 8th

June. Booted Eagle Aquila pennata Sandwich

Bay (Kent), 25th May.

Baillon’s Crake Porzana pusilla Oare Marshes

(Kent), 22nd-23rd May.

May; Holy Island (Northumberland), 30th

May; Cowpen Marsh (Cleveland), 2nd June.

Buff-breasted Sandpiper Calidris subruficollis

Westray (Orkney), 16th- 18th May; Cowpen
Marsh, 2nd-6th June. Semipalmated Sand-

piper Calidris pusilla South Uist (Outer

Hebrides), 24th May. Terek Sandpiper Xenus

cinereus Amble Marshes (Cornwall), 16th

May; Covenham Resr (Lincolnshire),

1 9th—

2

1 st May. Spotted Sandpiper Actitis

macularius Long-stayers at Farmoor Resr

(Oxfordshire) to 12th May and Sruhill

Lough, Achill Island (Co. Mayo) from

January to 23rd April; Unst (Shetland),

1 5th— 1 6th May; Potterick Carr (Yorkshire),

18th May. Lesser Yellowlegs Tringa flavipes

The Lizard (Cornwall), long-stayer to 14th

May; South Uist, 17th May.
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216. Terek Sandpiper Xenus cinereus, Covenham Reservoir, Lincolnshire,

May 2014.

Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus

Breeding pairs at Bracklesham (Sussex) and

Cliffe Pools (Kent); numerous reports also

from Cambridgeshire, Dorset, Lincolnshire,

Northamptonshire and Somerset, with

singles in Ireland at Finnemores Lakes (Co.

Offaly) 28th May and Clogheen and White’s

Marshes (Co. Cork) 30th—3 1st May. Amer-

ican Golden Plover Pluvialis dominica

Tacumshin (Co. Wexford), 1st June. Kentish

Plover Charadrius alexandrinus Dawlish

Warren (Devon), 15th May; Skye (Highland),

23rd May. Broad-billed Sandpiper Calidris

falcinellus Alkborough Flats (Lincolnshire),

16th May; Nosterfield (Yorkshire), 25th-26th

Gull-billed Tern Gelochelidon nilotica Ynyslas

Point (Ceredigion), 12th May. Caspian Tern

Hydroprogne caspia Loch of Hillwell (Shet-

land), 4th-5th June. Whiskered Tern Chlido-

nias hybrida Aghills Lake, Skibbereen (Co.

Cork), lst-2nd May; Lough Aderra then Bal-

lyhonock Lake (Co. Cork) between 4th and

13th May; Bowling Green Marsh (Devon),

31st May; North Uist (Outer Hebrides),

3rd-4th June. White-winged Black Tern

Chlidonias leucopterus Records from Cleve-

land, Cumbria, Co. Donegal (two), Glouces-

tershire, Greater Manchester (two),

Northumberland, Orkney, Outer Hebrides

(three) and York-

shire.

Bonaparte’s Gull

Ch roicocephalus

Philadelphia
Tacumshin from 8th

May with a second

on 11th May, one

to 13th; Bowling

Green Marsh, 14th

May and 6th-8th

June; Staines Resr

30th—31st May, then

King George VI Resr

(both Surrey), 31st

May to 1st June.

Slender-billed Gull

Ch roicocephalus

genei Titchwell
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Recent reports

2

1

7 . Spectacled Warbler Sylvia conspicillata , Burnham Overy, Norfolk,

June 2014.

(Norfolk), 26th May.

Ross’s Gull Rhodo-

stethia rosea Bowling

Green Marsh, 21st May
to 9th June.

Snowy Owl Bubo scan-

diacus Benbecula

(Outer Hebrides),

long-stayer, 23rd May;

Black Head (Co.

Clare), 5th June. Alpine

Swift Apus melba Unst,

24th May; Marwick
Head (Orkney),

26th-27th May, Birsay

(Orkney), 26th-29th

May; Braintree (Essex),

7th June. Pallid Swift

Apus pallidus Spurn

(Yorkshire), 31st May;

Portland (Dorset), 7th

June. European Bee-eater Merops apiaster A
widespread influx continued, with numerous

records (and probably some duplication)

from Argyll, Cambridgeshire (five), Cheshire

& Wirral, Cleveland (three), Cornwall, Devon

(five), Dorset (four), Hampshire (at least

five), Isle of Wight (up to five), Kent (at least

four), Co. Kerry, Norfolk (four), Oxfordshire,

Pembrokeshire (three), Scilly (at least nine),

Shetland, Somerset (two), Suffolk, Sussex

(at least five) and Yorkshire (at least five).

European Roller Coracias garrulus Sandwich

Bay, 12th May.

Red-footed Falcon Falco vespertinus Records

from Borders, Dorset, Essex, Norfolk, Scilly,

Suffolk and Yorkshire.

Calandra Lark Melanocorypha calandra Fair

Isle, 22nd May. Short-toed Lark Calandrella

brachydactyla Long-stayers on Fair Isle and

Scilly, with another in Devon on 18th May.

Red-rumped Swallow Cecropis daurica

Records from Argyll, Cambridgeshire, Corn-

wall, Co. Down, Kent, Shetland (two) and

Suffolk (two).

Greenish Warbler Phylloscopus trochiloides

Eleven in the period, arriving between 27th

May and 7th June, in Dorset, Co. Durham,

Fair Isle, Lincolnshire, Lothian, Norfolk,

Northumberland, Outer Hebrides, Pem-

brokeshire, Somerset and Suffolk. Spectacled

Warbler Sylvia conspicillata Burnham Overy

(Norfolk), 2nd-9th June. Subalpine Warbler

Sylvia cantillans A long-stayer Fair Isle to 11th

2 1 8. Savi’s Warbler Locustella luscinioides,

Newport Wetlands, Gwent, May 2014.
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Deryk

Shaw

Recent reports

May, with another nine in the period,

arriving between 15th May and 1st June, in

Caernarfonshire, Fair Isle (another), Norfolk,

Orkney, Pembrokeshire, Scilly, Shetland and

Yorkshire (up to two). Sardinian Warbler

Sylvia melanocephala Dursey Island (Co.

Cork), 20th April to 14th May. Savi’s Warbler

Locustella luscinioides Radipole (Dorset), 22nd

May; Newport Wetlands (Gwent), 24th May
to 8th June; Loch of Strathbeg (North-east

Scotland), 29th May to 7th June; Wicken Fen

(Cambridgeshire), 4th June; Walberswick

(Suffolk), 8th June. Blyth’s Reed Warbler

Acrocephalus dumetorum Quendale (Shet-

land), 19th May; Writtle (Essex), 24th May;

Foula (Shetland), 24th May; Long Nab (York-

shire), 25th May; Skomer (Pembrokeshire),

26th May; Fair Isle, 27th May; North Uist,

27th May; Whalsay (Shetland), 28th-29th

May; Out Skerries (Shetland), 28th May;

Dungeness, 28th May; Wanstead (Greater

London), 29th May; Girdle Ness (North-east

Scotland), 31st May to 1st June; Cemlyn Bay

(Anglesey), 31st May; Whitburn (Co.

Durham), 1st June; Cley (Norfolk), 3rd June;

Spurn, 6th June; Bardsey (Caernarfonshire),

7th June. Great Reed Warbler Acrocephalus

arundinaceus Slimbridge (Gloucestershire),

1 3th— 14th May; Walberswick, 16th May;

Nene Washes (Cambridgeshire), 18th May;

Reading (Berkshire), 22nd May; Gibraltar

Point (Lincolnshire), 23rd May; Chew Valley

Lake (Avon), 24th-25th May; Saltfleetby

(Lincolnshire), 25th May; Swining (Shet-

land), 3rd-7th June; Cresswell Pond
(Northumberland), 4th June; Sandwick

(Shetland), 8th June.

Rose-coloured Starling Pastor roseus Records

from Cornwall, Dorset, Kent, Meirionnydd,

Scilly and Yorkshire. Hermit Thrush Catharus

guttatus Fair Isle, 1 3th— 1 6th May. Spotted

Flycatcher Muscicapa striata Large falls

included 210 Hengistbury Head (Dorset),

14th May and 180 Bardsey, 15th May.

Collared Flycatcher Ficedula albicollis Tiree

(Argyll), 27th May; Fair Isle, 28th-29th May.

‘Caspian Stonechat’ Saxicola maurus varie-

gatus Fair Isle, long-stayer to 31st May. ‘Black-

headed’ Wagtail Motacilla
f. feldegg Fetlar

(Shetland), 25th May. Citrine Wagtail

Motacilla citreola LInst, 23rd May; Bardsey,

25th-26th May. Tawny Pipit Anthus campestris

Northam Burrows (Devon), 18th May;

Howdens Pullover (Lincolnshire), 8th June.

Red-throated Pipit Anthus cervinus Fame
Islands (Northumberland), 20th May; Unst,

1st June.

Two-barred Crossbill Loxia leucoptera

Lynford (Norfolk), long-stayer to 25th May;

Horley (Surrey), 26th May; Tyninghame Bay

(Lothian), three, 8th June. Rustic Bunting

Emberiza rustica

Up to nine in the

period, arriving

during 2 1 st-30th

May, in Argyll

(three), Norfolk,

Orkney and Shet-

land (up to four).

Little Bunting

Emberiza pusilla

Two, both in Shet-

land, 12th and 16th

May. Black-headed

Bunting Emberiza

melanocephala
Skomer, 21st-24th

May; Cromer, 26th

May, another West

Runton (both

Norfolk), 28th May
to 1st June.219. Hermit Thrush Catharus guttatus , Fair Isle, May 2014.
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